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Elijah Muhammad to
hospital in Chicago
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"If you knew Angela, you'd kno w
that she can't possibly be guilty of the
charges against her. She is innocent,
she has committed no crim e whatso-
ever," said Sallye Davis, mother of An-
gela Davis, at a rally this weekend in
Memphis.
The rally, sponsored by the M e m-
phis Peace and Fre'edom Council, w a s
attended by close to 600 persons. Speak-
ers included Sallye Davis, Ca roline
Black, Black Liberation Secretary of
the Young Workers Liberation League
(YWLL), Lance Watson, act ing as
spokesman for the Memphis chapter of
the National Committee to Combat Pas-
CiSM (NCCF), and Anne Braden, Execu-
tive Director of Southern Conference Ed-
ucational Fund (SCEF).
Mrs. Davis stressed the fact th a t
Angela is the victim of a polit ic al
frame-up, and said that "only a ma s-
sive protest, world-wide, can free h e r
and all other political prisoners."
"It's her fight today — she's behind
bars today — but it might be any of us
tomorrow," she said. "We must move,
and we must move quickly — time is of
the essence," she told the o v er flo w
crowd at Clayborn Temple.
When Mrs. Davis walked to the po-
duum, and when she finished speaking,
she received a standing ovation from
the audience.
The rally came at the end of a
week which saw 17 members of the lo-
cal NCCF chapter jailed without bond
on conspiracy charges and charges of
assault to commit murder. The NCCF
members were jailed when they at-
tempted to move evicted families into
vacant housing and held a sit-in at t he
Housing Authority office.
Speakers all made the point that
people must support those in jail local-
ly for political reasons as well as na-
tional figures such as Angela Davis.
Lance Watson, speaking for the NCCF.
said a series of rallies would be held
during the week to support those in jail,
and urged people to attend a hearing on
the case on Wednesday.
Carolyn Black, qi the YWLL, stress-
ed the importance e! people in the South
supporting Angela. 'It's essential that
the South moves," she said. "We must
do something about what the press has
put in the minds of people about this
case. Everyone must feel that they are
part of the Davis Defense Committee, or
it won't move."
She announced that a meet ing
would be held during the week to begin
the work of forming a defense commit-
tee. People wanting to be involved with
the defense had signed a ledger at the
door of the church.
Anne Braden, Director of SCEF.
strdssed the importance of white people
being involved in the Davis case. "We
in the South must especially know that
this is a frame-up," she added. "If we
do not, we can live quietly in a police
state, and perhaps be destroyed in the
process."
Defender editor will
produce TV show here
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1971
—
The plight of Mrs. Vinie Boyd isn't to be taken lightly. Mrs. Boyd is
through being used as a "pawn in the city's game of chess". The notice
she holds in her hand says fle house she lives in is unfit for human
habitation and yet Mrs. 'Boyd and many people like her are forced to
live in such housing. Mrs. Boyd recently sat in at the Memphis Housing
Aut'lority.
The Black Knights Inc., a Memphis
based black organization, acted as host
to the southern regional conference for
Youth Organizations United at the Sher-
aton Peabody, Hotel. The theme of t h e
me'eting was "The New South."
The Black Knights Inc. is the Mem-
phis arm of the Y. 0. U. which is the
Washington-based national o ff i c e of
some 350 former gangs.
As stated in their booklet, "T h e
gangs are working within the system to
improve living conditions in their com-
munities, and to provide education and
job opportunities so their little brothers
and sisters won't experience the despair
that 'drove them to strike out against
the things that forced them so deep in-
to the dirt."
Warren Lewis president and Chair-
Eleven of the Miss Black Memphis Pageant
co4t,estants posed with the Pros "Jones Boys"
Wilbur, Jimmy and Steve following their. 120-
103 durbbing of the Denver Rockets. Pictured
from left to right, standing are Sandra Wison,
Joyce Johnson, Deborah Hardin, Wilbur Jones
Charlene Tinsey, Bonnie Turner, Florence Smith
man of the Black Knights stated the-pur-
pose of the meeting as being, "T h e
group came in to assist the Black
Knights Organization with the programs
that we are attempting to put o v er
here."
He continued, "Another- purpose of
this conference is so all organizations
get to know each other and to earn
methods of getting funds, and last to
pool ideas."
The Southern Regional Conference
for Y. 0. U. had twelve states represent-
ed and 48 organizations within the 12.
Mrs. Gail Miller, press secretary
for Y. 0. U. and also with the Urban
Coalition, W a s hingto n, D. C. said,
"Y. 0. U. is funded by a federal grant
of $400.000. The National Organization
Continued From 1
Steve Jones, Sylvia Truitt, Beverly Jones, Mar-
garet Richmond. Kneeling in are Bleva Rich-
mond, Jimmy Jones. and Peggy Bland. The con-
testants were introduced during the halftime at
the coliseum The pageant will take place on Sat-
urday night, January 30, at Hamilton High
School Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
• v,
Last Monday (Jan. 18), in the early
hours of the morning, Memphis police
arrested members of the Natiomal C o m-
mittee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) for
the crime of trying to force the Cit y
Government to provide housing fit for
people to live in.
Members of the NCCF had occupied
offices of the Memphis Housing Authori-
ty and had moved poor black families
into housing which was vacant. While
this housing was sitting empty, poor peo-
ple we're being evicted into the streets
with no place to ,go. Others are living in
filthy, crowded, unsafe conditions be-
cause there is not enough decent hous-
ing in Memphis for low income people,
according to NCCF leaders.
The Housing Authority had said it
would meet with the NCCF to discuss
the problem; instead, it sent police in
to get them in the dead of night. Since
the arrests, remaining NCCF members
have been constantly followed by Police,
who have continued to pick people o f f
the streets and put them in jail, t hey
said,
One NCCF member who was no t
arrested has been stopped by p ol ice
constantly. On the day of the Angela
Davis rally (last weekend), he said, one'
officer came up to his car and stuck a
gun in his face, The officer allegedly
told him that he'd he around to see him
"put in his coffin."
One of the people originally arre,l-
ed has been released from jail on $750
bond. He was charged with "assault to
commit murder" for having allegedly
pointed a gun at a police officer. H s
lawyer has pointed out that the gun he
is said to have possessed was not load-
ed and was not in any condition to be
fired even if it had been loaded.
Eighteen people are now under ar-
rest. Seventeen of them are in jail, with-
out bond, without an indictment a.-,•in0
them (as we go to press), and without a
trial. Two are charged with assault to
murder, though no one claims that any-
one was assaulted the night of the ar-
rests. Sixteen are charged with c o n-
spiracy, under an old law rarely used.
"All eighteen could receive long pri-
Defender editor
to produce new
black TV show
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Jr., editor
of the Tri-State Defender is producing a
monthly television series titled "Black
Perspective."
The first show will be shown on
Thursday, .Tan. 28 at 9:30 p.m., and will
be on channel 15, WHBQ.
Sengstacke stated, "With this month-
ly series we will attempt to give per-
spective to the Memphis black commu-
nity from several directions ... During
our first program we will take a per-
spective lok at the history of the black
entrepreneur discussing his beginnings.
progress and future."
The second part of Thursday's pro-
gram will deal with culture and art in
the black community. The focus for the
first program .will be on the Bar Kays,
a highly successful black rock group
that overcame tragedy to open up a
whole new world in today's competitive
music field.
The third segment of the program
will deal with black history. With the
aid of Zurru the Flying Girraffe, a mul-
ti-stringed puppet created and designed
by Sengstacke, the audience will be tak-
en ob a tun filled trip into black history.
Another guest on the program will
he Lt. George W. Lee who will discuss
the history of black entrepreneurship in
Memphis.
k
Sengstacke stated, "with this month-
ly series we hope to foster a better un-
derstanding between various members
See Page 2
son sentences for their "crime" of help-
ing poor people to find places to live.
Whether they are ever found guilty of
anything in a court of law, it appears
that they have already been convicted
by the City Government, which is keep-
ing them in jail without trial and with-
out bond.
See Story Below
"By keeping them in jail, the au
thorities are trying to scare others into
silence. And if this can be done to the
NCCF — if the people of Memphis allow
it — it can be done to anyone who tries
to do something about the miserable
conditions many people are I iv i ng
under," the committee said.
Who is most popular
of church women?
Who is the most popular church woman in Memphis and the
Mid-South Area? This is the question the Tri-State Defender will
attempt to answer in a city wide survey which begins in the next
few weeks.
Next week a nomination blank will appear in the fri,State
Defender and any woman active in church circles may be nomi-
nated with the approval of her minister.
Among awards presented will he a mink stole!
Memphian claims
cops cut furniture
.iatherine Wyath, of 715 Mar-
ble ii north Memphis, whose son h a d
been arrested for taking part in the Tex-
as Courts Liberation, came home to find
that furniture she had recently purchas-
ed had been slashed, allegedly by police.
Mrs. Wyath's older son, 22-year-old
William Wyath, said the police entered
the house about 11:15 Friday with what
appeared to be a warrant for the arrest
of Larry Wyath, member of the Black
Pa nthers.
The one problem being that Larry
Wyath had already been arrested a n d
bailed out by his family.
Police were unable to give informa-
tion on the incident.
William Wyath who was the only
person present in the house when t h e
police searched it, said, "About 10 cars
drove up to the house, flashed the war-
rant in my face, and told me it was for
my brothers' arrest."
He continued. "I asked them if they
had a warrant to search the house, the
policeman told me, 'We're already in'."
"He told me they were looking for
Jerry. and when they got through
searching the house. I noticed the sofa
had been slashed and my sister who
had just come in from school noticed
one of the chairs."
"The upstairs had been completely
messed up," he said.
When asked about her son's affilia-
tion with the Black Panthers, Mrs. Wy-
ath said, "When a boy reaches 19 he's
no longer a boy but grown. If they can
send him to Vietnam, to die, he is a
man and what happens on Texas Street
isn't North Memphis."
SCLC calls
for boycott
CINCINNATI — The Rev. R a I ph
David Abernathy says he may be forc-
ed to call for a "national boycott" to
force a settlement of a seven-month long
strike at a chemical company.
The Rev. Mr. Abernathy, head of
the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference (SCLC), said he would seek a
"just settlement" in the strike at the
Hilton Davis Chemical Co.
The minister, who is helping to cele-
brate the fifth anniversary of baptist
church in the predominantly black Avon-
dale section, said that he would call a
See Page 2
Mrs. Katherine Wyath shows
where police allegedly slashed
her furniture while searching
for her son Larry Wyath. The
circumstances that surround
the slashing are very unusual
as the police sale they came
to arrest Larry, who had al-
ready been arrested and bail-
ed out for taking, part in the
Texas Court Housing Libera-
tion. (Photo by Withers)
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Sports Horizon NCCF moves to cut red tape
By BILL LITTLE
MSC SHOCKS FOES
Many of the 10,751 who crammed the Mid-South Coliseum
last Thursday to see Memphis State. a 6-20 team last season
out gun Bradley 102-87, figured the Tigers had put the finish.
ing touches to an amazing upset — their first win ever over
the Braves from Peoria, Illinois. No one but the Tigers them-
selves and Coach Gene Bartow gave them more than an even
chance against Louisville, the pre-season pick with Drake to
win the tough Missouri Valley championship.
When the final buzer went off last Saturday night in the
Coliseum the scrosius sent up by 11,210 partisans approved the
now fur real Tiger' second startling upset, a 78-75 heart stop-
per over the visiting Cardinals from Louisville. Now the Tigers
start the week, instead of their usual last place position in the
MVC, atop the pack with an unbelievable 3-0 record. All of the
other teams in the conference have lost at least onet ime. Lou-
isville is 2-1 in second place followed by Bradley which has a
3-2 mark
LarryFinch.about as fantastic as he wast he year he out-
dueled Johnny Neumann when their teams fought it out for the
MTAA crown, destroyed Bradley with pin-point accuracy in the
first half. The sophomore sensation made mince meat out of
Bradley's little 5-4 guard Frank Sylvester. and when Joe Sto-
well of Bradlee ordered double teaming on Finch in the second
half the Melrose grad passed off to Don Holcomb. Finch was
top scorer with 34 points with Holcomb not far behind with .31.
Ronnie Robinson controlled the backboards with 18 snatches.
Bradley never quit and had four starters in double fig-
ures but as Coach Stowell puts it, -When a team shoots 60
per cent against you and 77 per cent of its free throws you're
going to. get beat," NISU shot 67 percentfrounthe floor in
the first half while being almost perfect from the charity line
with 90 per cent made.
The victory against Louisville was not secure until the Car-
dinals fouled Pinch with four seconds remaining and the Ti-
gers leading by three. Earlier Fred Horton, who led the Tigers
with 24 tallies, and Jimmy Douglas dropped in a pair of clutch
throws, Jim Price, Louisville's top flight guard, scored at the
buzzer but the proud Cardinals went to the dressing room
with their second loss against 10 wins. Larry Carter led the
losers with 18 with Price chipping in with 16. Both team s'
starters registered in double figures. Finch was held to 11 but
Robinson with 16. Holcomb 15, and Douglas pitching in 12 com-
plimented Horton's 24 for a real good team effort.
PROS START STREAK
The Memphis Pros got back on the winning track by put-
ting together back-to-hack victories over the Texas Chaps and
the Pittsburgh Condors last weekend. Before a road crowd at
Dallas of over 9.000 Steve Jones continued his last second game
winning shots when !le unlea-hed a three pointer as the horn
went off and the resulting bulls-eye gave the Pros a 113-112
squeaker over the Chaparrals who were playing before t h
home fans for the first time since trading for Don Freeman
and Wayne Hightower of Utah. It was Freeman who had Chaps
ahead late in the game.
Steve and Jimritv .hones scored 34 and 27 points respec-
tively_to lead the Memphis attack. Freeman. traded when he
was unsuccessful in renegotiating his contract. zeroed in on
the basket for 37 1,01nt,.
The Pros road trip ,tarted with a tragedy when ABA ret•
eree Andy Hershock complained of diziness in the first half
of the game in New York with the Nets and later was pronounc-
ed dead of a heart attack. The Pros dropped the game and
ABA was minus an official who had been with the league
since its beginning. Hershock. who lived in Philadelphia. had
11 children. Pat Kennedy, the veteran tt aveling referee with
the Harlem Globetrotters, said he felt very close to Hershock
and had given him many pointers on theart ofo fficiating. Kenne-
Kennedy was in town last Friday night for the Globetrotter
game with the New Jersey Reds in the Coliseum.
In Miaini, despite an atmosphere of gaiety, Coach Babe
McCarthy and Al Cueto. were ejected from the game after
being hit with two technical fouls. They went down to their
fourth straight defeat. After the win over Texas. the Pros
returned home and licked Pittsburgh 114-106. Jimmy Jones
celebrated being named to his fourth consecutive All-Star team
in the ABA. He joins teammate Steve and rookie Wendel Lad-
ner on Bill Sharman's West squad. Jimmy fired in 32 points
to lead the assault ai,jainst the Condors. Steve had 21 to ignite
the 34 pointt bird quarter which iced the game for the Pros.
"We played as well as we can play inthatthirdquarter."
a happy Babe McCarthy beamed after the game. "I sure was
glad that they- didn't give the ball to him (John Brisker)
any more in the second - half," Babe glowed after being told
that Brisker didn't do mmili in the final period. Brisker, who
got 37 when the Condors were here before, still managed 21.
George Thimilison had 28 paints. The Pros play Utah Sunda,
night here with one dollar pegged on all scats:
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KINDEltri MITE"
Enroll at Christ 2W if Churi
Kindergarten, call 948-9781i
FOR RENT
STUDIO & BEAUTY SHOP
SesOiY Shop With Plumbing Installed
To move tour equipment in and Ili
start to work._
Photo Studio sett h plumbing sink
clerk room and office • Pea.15 to on
Business. Utility for both Studio anti
Shop furnished.
744-2049
PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATOR
College degree with at leant 2 Years
experience. preferred in Employine,t
or In Labor Rela Hone OPPoirmItY for
adssocement in the corpora lion. 000,1
starting sale r1; and excellent fringe
benefit package. Send resume or call
ucaletet to Ray- Petiorne Personnel of'
Breckenridge Job Core center
- Morgan Field. K eeeee
Area Code 602 — Phone 359-2410
Mists. 241 or 202
Equal jorport unity Employer
TWO BOX SPRING
MATTRE'SSES • TWIN SIZE
6824061
TAX RETURNS
'
i595 ;
Commercial Property
'2 - 5 ra,..ie 11111,
spier. 1100.00 Rent or. Sale.
1442 AIRWAYS 743-4266
ARTHRITIC PATIENTS
WATER NI A SSA i;E ['NITS ErTh-
IN YOUR OWN PATH TUB.
604-5247
WANTED
One good Carpenter who has own
tools. transportation. tn repair
Houses. to brine ur to city Mend•
•rds. Steady fob
522-9037
BEAUTY SALON
Holls. wood - Springdale Area.
4-Operator Shop ant Equipment '
and Inventory. A bargain and easy
t• show for more information call
biti Susanna Valet*. 458-1525.
TOM TAYLOR REALTORS
6934381
MUSIC
STF,REO III) INCH COMBINATION
Take up payment Call Dave Moore
725-0700 
Exclusive Neighborhood
Radio Park •rea4:10tage fre4work
hoe* & gusts t 4 wij
Carry Notes , T21110
_ _ •
---lusive Neighborhood
HYDE PARK AREA
" ". t7'"..."..„",i"" 
'V:7rre..o..,w1r:fry Cole..
Arrest third
black in S.C.
BENNETTSVILLE, S. C. —
(UP! Authorities arrested
a third person Monday night
in the abortive attempt to
round up the town's "richest
people" in a van and hold
• them for ransom.
Police refused to say how
Donald Calhoun. 17 was in-
volved in the Saturday night
incident that ended in a
shootout between two of the
accused kidn spars and
former State Rep. Jamie F
Lee, a gun enthusiast.
Continued From Page t
St. area were asking that they Pe allow-
ed to move into Texas Court Apartments
a federal housing project which is in
their community. The reasoniaia behind
such a request as seen through hhe eyes
of some black urbanologists many feder-
al programs such as the Kansas Street
Urban Renewal program tend to destroy
community control. which is the goal of
communities throughout the country.
Those who would tend to be transatory
are many times not considered in pro-
grams set up to give community con-
trol to residents.
Residents renting when displaced by
Urban Renewal tend loose contact with
neighborhood organization are must
make a new start. As the Rev. Arthur
M. Brazie. the president of The Wood. 
lawnOrganization in Chicago stated de-
livery systems for Model Cities a new
concepts in serving the urban communi-
ty published by the University of Chica-
go Center for Policy Study and Center
for Urban Studies "We are concerned
with the application of these programs;
how and by whom these programs are
going to he administered; the extent and
depth of the financial commitment to
these programs: and who will have the
rletermining, ultimate voice in the struc-
turing and in crucial decision making
processes involved."
Ile ontinued. "Why do I raise ques-
tion this time? Why should suspicious?
Why speak of certain ulterior motives?
Whv bring tip the sore spot community
control ..."
During the meeting, with Mr. Bill
Miles assistant director of the Memphis
Housing Authority members of the NCCF
stressed the importance of community
control as a means of not only solving
the problems of housing but legal, and
health aids and educational facilities.
Mrs. Fammie !Items who lives at
133.2 Michigan told Mr. Miles and other
representatives "I have to put sheets
and a heater up to the back door with
a heater in front of it to keep the cold
out.
One lady told of having to pay a
$140.00 plumbing bill. Another lady said
due to the condition of the housing now
being occupied by one family, one baby
is very sick.
The families being effected are Fan-
nie Hines, 1332 Michigan; Jeanette Bow-
fiery 1330 Michigan; Ruby McNeil Adams
1385 llorace; Arene Hammond. 1334
Michigan; Vinie Lee Boyd, 1388 Horace
and Luerili Osby of 1392 Horace. Each
of these homes is handled by Lewis Ep-
stein Realtors. •
United Front member arrested
Continued From I .gc 2
said the Rev. Koen.
REPRINTED BELOW IS A
PAPER DISTRIBUTED
THROUGHOUT CAIRO BY
MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL
WHITEHATS. THIS IS AN
EXAMPLE OF 'OW LOW
WHITES l THIS COM-
MUNITY WILL CO TO EX-
PRESS THEIR RACISM.
• • •
IN OUR OPINION (BUT
WE ARE ONLY TAX-
PAYERS. th 0 ft K E RS.
MOTHERS. FATHERS.
VETERANS AND AMERI-
CANS): THESE .AEE SOME
THINGS YOU NEED TO
ASK -
1. floe a Communist who
is bent on destroying not
only our City but our Na-
tion, can get a VFW li-
cense plate No. 6. We had
better find out w h o his
friends are and get rid or
them because this Commie
isn't even a VFW Member
anymore."
2. Do you knots that he
was in the Jail at Midnight
the day of the shooting of
Deputy Bosecker attempt-
ing to get the release ti he
Blacks guilty of this crime.
3. If a Jackson Coonty
Judge in Murphysboro set
bond of 5100.000 for those
Blacks who shot at the po-
lice in Carbondale, him is
it that Mike O'Shea set bond
on the blacks who attempted
to m ii rder Deputy Bo.
seeker at only 527,000.
4. And how is it that Mar-
ker Harris was released on
$25.00 Bond when he was
seen Corp1111•111.,4 xt 1111 thitsc
Blacks is ho shot Officer
%seeker just moments
before the shooting occured.
5. And how is it that since
our C o unty Courthouse
Clique is controlled by Judge
Spomer including her stooge
O'Shei and since in t ii e
past it has been impossible
to get any cooperation -:rom
this group in seeing that
criminals are brought to
, justice as in the case on the
night of the last curfew when
Blacks at PC had shot up the
firemen, the police station
and a visiting Missourians
car, that a Captain of he
State Police and the CHIC
of Police Were refused a
search warrant by that same
Court House Crew to search
PC for the weapons involved.
and on the ridiculpus grotinds
that there was not, sufficient
grounds for a. warrant. Won-
der why he people lout get
together and have the good
Judge recalled from her po-
sition that she and many oth-
ers like her now have en a
lifetime basis requiring no re-
election.
6. We have come not to
expect much tram the out-
aide netts media, but how is
it that the people of 'Cairo
can't know the truth through
the Cairo Evening Citizen,
and for the National News
Media with a-horn they arel
connected. They above all
others could let KFVS-TV
and WPSD TV know .fir-'
hand that our Mayor is not
a Liar, nor is he a man it
misrepresent the truth
Customers are buying and
Saving more at . . .
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
231, tomer Aso. Ph. 32841177
• Ultra ilteetn-H•tr Strout
• ivareyettitte eupepiist
• NO*0 11/111•4 merchandise
01bn on day Setarday
LUCKIEST MAN in the WORLD???
Bro. Fred Wilson of Los Angeles, California can
show you how to have success in everything. He
works thru the Most Powerful Holy Spirit. Don't
Gamble on numbers, dice, cards, dogs, or horses
until you talk to this man and fi-',d out about
the Mule and the Tobey. Consult him on love
problems, money matters, law suits. He is the
best in the country on court cases of all kinds.
Call any time day or nite. Area Code 213-734-
3918 Special Blessings for all.
• downtown
0.1.11.P_AirLCA__• union ave. 
• southland mall
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 ter 321/2
the knit for now. . .
coat and dress
ensemble
$28
specially sized
161/2 to 241/2 and 18 and 20
Softly tailored, delightfully versatile.
Vvear the coat over its smart dress
or as your favorite topper. Easy.
care rayon knit bonded to acetate.
Navy or aqua,
criers please add 75e postage
% sales tax appropriate in your area.
•
STOUT SHOPPE
downtown • 64 so. main • 527-6436
union ave. • 1992 union .• 27X-2065
whitehaven • southland mall • 398-0064
011,11.11•
Is the 'Hilted Front It would
seem that they should have
learned by now in get their
stories from the Mayor and
other responsible sources
and quit giving the United
Front a Forum of readers,
thereby lending credence to
their lies.
7. It is a pleasure to tell
you that the State Police
Officers on duty here now
are here to enforce the
law by whatever means
ncessary. Its about time
and the time is now.
8. Ain't it a shame that the
Front picketted t h e High
School for their not allowing
Blacks permission to be
absent from school to attend
Anderson's funeral. I say
if they had oicketted the
man's apartment who shot
Anderson they would be doing
us all a favor. How about
that Hollis? If you dance
someday you gonna pay the
fiddler!
9. Just who do those un-
washed so-called Lawyers
under the law, and I mean '
under law, think they're -
fooling. They may think
we've let them and their
mess contnues in Cairo,
that we're crazy too, but
anybody who knows anything
can, see an inside job on
that dynamite bit. Lets hope
they arrest them all an put
em in a cell together, so
they'll hae to smell each
other.
10. Charles says, 'I put
dein women and kids down-
town on the sidewalks too if
my own men has to shoot
that way, dats all dats'
goona git killed, just de
women and kids. Dey don't
matter much in our pians
anyway." I 'wondered why
he and his men faded so fast:
the day of the shooting anal
left only women and kids?'
It. The Mystery Question.
How in the world can any-
body with any sense at all,
Black or white, follow the
dirty nasty, stinking, low
lie people of the United
Front and Bob Lansden. a
Communist since 1947, any-
where or anyway.
12. I guarantee you that
alanker H a r ris, Charles
KOCIL Podewes and all the
rest of t hat stinkin crew ,
knew these people (if you can
call them people) were i-cal-
ly planning to kill as many'
Policemen as they could, had
it'not been for Bosecker???? I
Buy U.S.
Bonds
Monday Night, JAN. 25th
0:00 P.M. WKNO-TV -Chan& 10
Black
Journal _January
"THE WAR IN CAIRO".
Report on twenty-two months
a Southern Illinois town
Cairo. Illinois 71
of racial warfare in
-THE $100,000 MISUNDERSTANDING":
A Detroit economic group asserts its right to Blaci.
self determination
AFRICA REPORT:
Horace Jenkins reports from Nigeria
BLACK JOURNAL, winner of the EMMY and the
National Newspaper Publishers Association's
Russwurm Awards is the only Black Network news
and commentary television program
PRODUCED BY BLACKS AND
ABOUT BLACKS... IT'S YOUR SHOW
An NET Production for Public Broadeasting
WANT Ajonl
LI •
Check the
Help Wanted Ads
"Big enough to bowl like my daddy.
That's how big I want to be!"
He'll never need Wonder Bread
more than right now.
The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"— ages 1 through
12 — when a child reaches 90% of adult
height. Help your, child by serving Wonder
Enriched Bread. Each slice supplies vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates and protein.
Delicious Wonder Bread!
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Elijah Muhammad to
hospital in Chicago
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"If you knew Angela, you'd know
that she can't possibly be guilty of the
charges against her. She is innocent,
she has committed no crime whatso-
ever," said Sallye Davis, mother of An-
gela Davis, at a rally this weekend in
Memphis.
The rally, sponsored by the M e m -
phis Peace and Freedom Council, w a s
attended by close to 600 persons. Speak-
ers included Sallye Davis, Caroline
Black, Black Liberation Secretary of
the Young Workers Liberation League
(YWLL), Lance Watson, acting as
spokesman for the Memphis chapter of
the National Committee to Combat Fas-
cism (NOCF), and Anne Braden, Execu-
tive Director of Southern Conference El.
ucational Fund (SCEF).
Mrs. Davis stressed the fact th a t
Angela is the victim of a political
frame-up, and said that "only a ma s-
sive protest, world-wide, can free h e r
and all other political prisoners."
"It's her fight today — she's behind
bars today — but it might be any of us
tomorrow," she said. "We must move.
and we must move quickly — time is of
the essence," she told the overflow
crowd at Clayborn Temple.
When Mrs. Davis walked to the po-
duum, and when she finished speakin7,
she received a standing ovation from
the audience.
The rally came at the end of a
week which saw 17 members of the lo-
cal NCCF chapter jailed without bond
on conspiracy charges and charges of
assault to commit murder. The NCCF
members were jailed when they at-
tempted to move evicted families into
vacant housing and held a sit-in at t he
Housing Authority office.
Speakers all made the point that
People must support those in jail local-
ly for political reasons as well as na-
tional figures such as Angela Davis.
Lance Watson, speaking for the NCCF.
said a series of rallies would be held
during the week to support those in jail,
and urged people to attend a hearing on
the case on Wednesday.
Carolyn Black, of the YWLL, stress-
ed the importance cf people in the South
supporting Angela. 'It's essential that
the South moves," she said. "We must
do something about what the press has
put in the minds of people about this
case. Everyone must feel that they are
part of the Davis Defense Committee, or
it won't move."
She announced that a meeting
would be held during the week to begin
the work of forming a defense commit-
tee. People wanting to be involved with
the defense had signed a ledger at the
door of the church.
Anne Braden, Director of SCEF.
strOssed the importance of white people
being involved in the Davis case. "We
in the South must especially know that
this is a frame-up," she added. "If we
do not, we can live quietly in a police
state, and perhaps be destroyed in the
process."
Defender editor will
produce TV show here
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1971
The plight of Mrs. Vinie Boyd isn't to be taken lightly. Mrs. Boyd is
through being used as a "pawn in the city's game of chess". The notice
she holds in her hand says foe house she lives in is unfit for human
habitation and yet Mrs. 13oyd and many people like her are forced to
live in such housing. Mrs. Boyd recently sat in at the Memphis Housing
Aut'iority.
The Black Knights Inc., a Memphis
based black organization, acted as host
to the southern regional conference for
Youth Organizations United at the Sher-
aton Peabody .Hotel. The theme of t h e
meeting was "The New South."
The Black Knights Inc. is the Mem-
phis arm of the Y. 0. U. which is the
Washington-based national office of
some 350 former gangs.
As stated in their booklet, "T h e
gangs are working within the system to
improve living conditions in their com-
munities, and to provide education and
job opportunities so their little brothers
and Eisters won't experience the despair
that 'drove them to strike out against
the things that forced them so deep in-
to the dirt."
Warren Lewis, president and Chair-
Eleven of the Miss Black Memphis Pageant
contestants posed with the Pros "Jones Boys"
Wilbur, Jimmy and Steve following their. 120-
103 durbbing of the Denver Rockets. Pictured
from left to right, standing are Sandra Wison,
Joyce Johnson, Deborah Hardin, Wilbur Jones
Charlene Tinsey, Bonnie Turner, Florence Smith
man of the Black Knights stated the pur-
pose of the meeting as being, "T h e
group came in to assist the Black
Knights Organization with the programs
that we are attempting to put over
here."
He continued, "Another purpose of
this conference is so all organizations
get to know each other and to 'I earn
methods of getting funds, and last to
pool ideas."
The Southern Regional Conference
for Y. 0. U. had twelve states represent-
ed and 48 organizations within the 12.
Mrs. Gail Miller, press secretary
for Y. 0. U. and also with the Urban
Coalition, Washingto n, D. C. said,
"Y. 0. U. is funded by a federal grant
of $400.000. The National Organization
Continued From I
Steve Jones, Sylvia Truitt, Beverly Jones, Mar-
garet Richmond. Kneeling in are Bleva Rich-
mond, Jimmy Jones, and Peggy Bland. The con- '
testants were introduced during the halftime at
the coliseum The pageant will take place on Sat-
urday night, January 30, at Hamilton High
School Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
See Story Below
Jail NCCF members
over housing hassle
Last Monday (Jan. 18), in the early
hours of the morning, Memphis police
arrested members of the Natiomal Co m-
mittee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) for
the crime of trying to force the City
Government to provide housing fit for
people to live in.
Members of the NCCF had occupied
offices of the Memphis Housing Authori-
ty and had moved poor black families
into housing which was vacant. While
this housing was sitting empty, poor peo-
ple were being evicted into the streets
with no place to go. Others are living in
filthy, crowded, unsafe conditions be-
cause there is not enough decent hous-
ing in Memphis for low income people.
according to NCCF leaders.
The Housing Authority had said it
would meet with the NCCF to discuss
the problem; instead, it sent police in
to get them in the dead of night. Since
the arrests, remaining NCCF members
have been constantly followed by police.
who have continued to pick people o f f
the streets and put them in jail, they
said.
One NCCF member who was not
arrested has been stopped by ,,r) olice
constantly. On the day of the Angela
Davis rally (last weekend). he said, one
officer came up to his car and stuck a
gun in his face. The officer allegedly
told him that he'd be around to see him
"put in his coffin."
One of the people originally arreqt-
ed has been released from jail on $750
bond. He was charged with "assault to
commit murder" for having allegedly
pointed a gun at a police officer. H s
lawyer has pointed out that the gun he
is said to have possessed was not load-
ed and was not in any condition to be
fired even if it had been loaded.
Eighteen people are now under ar-
rest. Seventeen of them are in jail, with-
out bond, without an indictment ar”iinst
them (as we go to press), and without a
trial. Two are charged with assault to
murder, though no one claims that any-
one was assaulted the night of the ar-
rests. Sixteen are charged with c o n-
spiracy, under an old law rarely used.
"All eighteen could receive long pri-
Defender editor
to Produce new
black TV show
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Jr., editor
of the Tri-State Defender is producing a
monthly television series titled "Black
Perspective."
The first show will be shown on
Thursday. Jan. 28 at 9:30 p.m., and will
be on channel is, WHBQ.
Sengstacke stated, "With this month-
ly series we will attempt to give per-
spective to the Memphis black commu-
nity from several directions ... During
our first program we will take a per-
spective lok at the history of the black
entrepreneur discussing his beginnings.
progress and future."
The second part of Thursday's pro-
gram will deal with culture and art in
the black community. The focus for the
first program -will be on the Bar Kays.
a highly successful black rock group
that overcame tragedy to open up a
whole new world in today's competitive
music field.
The third segment of the program
will deal with black history. With the
aid of Zurru the Flying Girraffe, a mul-
ti-stringed puppet created and designed
by Sengstacke, the audience will be tak-
en do a tun filled trip into black history.
Another guest on the program will
be Lt. George W. Lee who will discuss
the history of %lack entrepreneurship in
Memphis.
Sengstacke stated, "with this month-
ly series we hope to foster a better un-
derstanding between various members
See Page I
son sentences for their "crime" of help-
ing poor people to find places to live.
Whether they are ever found guilty of
anything in a court of law, it appears
that they have already been convicted
by the City Government, which is keep-
-ing them in jail without trial and with-
out bond.
"By keeping them in jail, the au
thorities are trying to scare others into
silence. And if this can be done to the
NCCF — if the people of Memphis allow
it — it can be done to anyone who tries
to do something about the miserable
conditions many people are living,
under," the committee said.
Who is most popular
of church women?
Who is the most popular church woman in Memphis and the
Mid-South Area? This is the question the Tri-State Defender will
attempt to answer in a city wide survey which begins in the next
few weeks.
NeAt week a nomination blank will appear in the TritState
Defender and any woman active in church circles may be nomi-
nated with the approval of her minister.
Among awards presented will be a mink stole!
Memphian claims
cops cut furniture
Mr.:iatherine-Vityath, of 715 Mar-
ble ii north Memphis, whose son h a d
been arrested for taking part in the Tex-
as Courts Liberation, came home to find
that furniture she had recently purchas-
ed had been slashed, allegedly by police.
Mr,. Wyath's older son, 22-year-old
William Wyath, said the police entered
the house about 11:15 Friday with what
appeared to be a warrant for the arrest
of Larry r Wyath, member of the Black
Panthers.
The one problem being that Larry
Wyath had already been arrested a n d
bailed out by his family.
Police were unable to give informa-
tion on the incident.
William Wyath who was the on 1 y
person present in the house when t h e
police searched it. said, "About to cars
drove up to the house, flashed the war-
rant in my face, and told me it was for
my brothers' arrest."
He continued. "I asked them if they
had a warrant to search the house, the
policeman told me. 'We're already in'."
"He told me they were looking for
Jerry. and when they got through
searching the house, I noticed the sofa
had been slashed and my sister who
had just come in from school noticed
one of the chairs."
"The upstairs had been completely
messed up,".,he said.
When asked about her son's affilia-
tion with the Black Panthers, Mrs. Wy-
ath said, "When a boy reaches 19 he's
no longer a boy hut grown. If they can
send him to Vietnam, to die, he is a
man and what happens on Texas Street
isn't North Memphis."
SCLC calls
for boycott
CINCINNATI — The Rev. Ralph
David Abernathy says he may be forc-
ed to call for a "national boycott" to
force a settlement of a seven-month long
strike at a chemical company.
The Rev. Mr. Abernathy, head of
the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference (SCLC), said he would seek a
"just settlement" in the strike at the
Hilton Davis Chemical Co.
The minister, who is helping to cele-
brate the fifth anniversary of baptist
church in the predominantly black Avon-
dale section, said that he would call a
See Page 2
Mrs. Katherine Wyath shows
where police allegedly slashed
her furniture while searching
for her son Larry Wyath. The
circumstances that surround
the slashing are very unusual
as the police said they came
to arrest Larry, who had al-
ready been arrested and bail-
ed out for taking., part in the
Texas Court Housing Libera-
tion. (Photo by Withers)
1-,es
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Continued From I orleans IHGS UNITED operates all
Afro-American clothing store, book shop.
represent, some 300 00o young people record shop which, doubles as a column-
across the country." tiny center. They attempt to reach chit-
The organization i• now in the pro- dren from 8 to 12.
cess of creating a Communications net- As president Warren Gilmore stat-
work, such as a newspaper or newslet• ed. -Today there is a great deal of talk
ter so that the various local organiza- about "radical" ideas of •young people:
lions can keep up to date with what the their new attitude,, their new sense of
others are doing, values, their search for more meaning-
Y. 0. U. has four national priori- fill lives, and their questioning of t h e
ties: Community Organization: Drug Re- "ohl" ways represented by the rich and
habilitation. Leadership Training a n d super rich. But the problem is not that
- Economic Development, young people are ahead of their time
Eaqh organization has local priori- only that most people are far, too far,
ties and,programs. for example. in New behind their time."
Owned Texas paper
Top publisher dies
HOUSTON r- Funeral services were
whi in Houston. Saturday for Julius C.
7arter. vice-president of the National
siewspaper Publishers Assn., and the'
Ounder and publisher of the Houston
Forward Times newspaper.
Carter, 56, died Monday. Jan. 18 of
heart attack at his home in Houkon,
me month after being released from the
tospital following a November, 1970,
mart attack.
o n e of t h e largest black weekly
iewspapers in the South. with a circu-
ation of over 36.000, the Forward Times
sas organized by Carter in 1960.
A businessman, a: well as a news-
saper publisher. Carter was one of the
irganizers. and vice chairman of t he
yoard of directors of Riverside National
Bank. in Houston: the first black-owned
yank to receive a national banking char-
er.
Carter was also the owner and or-
7anizer of the Carter Cigarette Service,
from 1949 to 1961, and recently became
the first black man to receive the. Lay--
man Citation from the Committee of
University Scholars for outstanding jour-
nalism.
Born in Houston in 1914. Carter at-
tended Texas Southern University, and
completed his military service overseas
in foe European Theater in World War
II. A member of the Masons and Shrin-
ers. Carter was also a board member
ie the Harris County Light House for the
Blind, the Harris County Grand Jury
Ys•n..a n d the Houston-Harris County
Economic Opportunity Organization. He
was also a board member of the Hous-
ton Action or Youth Council. and the
Houston Council on Human Relations,
and a member of the Sigma Delta Chi
Journalistic Fraternity,
On Saturday, January 23, Mrs. Sally Das is,
mother of Angela Davis avowed Communist
charged with kidnapping and murder iii
California, spoke at Clayborn Temple. Mrs.
Dasis' sisit was sponsored by the Vlemphis
Peace and Freedom Council. Shown from
left to right a r e the speakers from Satur-
day s Free Angela Rally : Anne Braden Exe•
cutive Director, Southern Conference Educa•
tional Fund (SCEF); Sister Adrian Mamie
Hopstetter (not a speaker): Sally Davis,
Angela's Mother; Carolyn Black, B lac k
Liberatiom Secretary of Y411.1.: Cartherine
Root). Memphis Peace and Freedom Coun-
cil and not shown tamer Sweet Willie Wine
Batson Executite Director of We The
People.
N
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The land is changing hands as the Capitol
Theatre fades from memory and Dr. King's
Workshop comes into existence as the na-
tional headquarters of SCLC Operation
Breadbasket, Dr. King's legacy to Chicago.
Following Breadbasket', Birthday celehra-
Lion for Dr. King. Res. Jesse L. Jackson,
Res. Calvin S. Morris, Roberta Flack, Quin-
cy Jones, and a host of stronghands pulled
off the coyering on the marque revealing
in bold letters "Dr. King's Workshop."
LESTER LION DEN I
Hello! This is Margaret
Darnell, your Lion reporter
letting you in on the latest
haps around the Lester Lion
Den.
SPOTLIGHT
Our beaming, bright black
& gold spotlight falls this
week upon Lester's first-half
Quiz 'Em on The Air cham-
pion team whose starting
members are Annie Hays-
lett, Rosalind DeWitt, Mar-
garet Darnell and Combo
Hayes. Lester grabbed a
first round lead over Mel.
rose Sunday and continued
to add points for a final
tabulation of 1225 to 975. Tc
arrive at the championship,
the Quiz Em Team also de-
feated White Station, M. C.
Williams and Geeter. Lester
will return in May to meet
the st.cand.half champs
for the grand championship.
We at Lester salute you for
bringing this honor to us and
for being the first Quiz
Team to win this type of
award for Lester.
SPORTS
Basketball season is well
under it ay at Lester and we
are enjoying a winning sea-
son. Presently our over-all
record has sky-rocketed to
13-3 with league Play a! 9-0.
This week. I would like to
spotlight those members
who were not mentioned
last week. They are 011ie
Allen, Carl Coleman, Enoch
Fleming, Charles Freeman
Mitchell Stevens, Leon Key.
Louis Davis, Etitibee Coatsi
and Andrew Scott. We know
that these young men hay,
a strong constitution and u
continue to keep the Les',
Spirit alive.
In other sports news o,,
faculty team has finally got
ten very active boasting au
impressive 2-1 record. The
members are Coach Johns,
Coach Alexander, Coach Ad•
anis. Coach Holman, Coa,
Sandridge, Mr. Walls and
Mr. Flowie. We truly admire
your efforts, for you're det.
widely showing the youn,..•
I.ions that if vou can do 1*
they' can too
Black Knights host Defender editor
YOU conference here to produce new
black TV show
See Page 2
of the Memphis Community. The pur-
pose of Black Perspective is to enter-
tain, inform and educate. With this pro-
gram we hope to enlighten the commu-
nity on the various social, cultural and
economical aspects of the black commu-
nity".
Lance Russell, director of the pro-
gramming, WHBQ television, acted a:
advisor to Sengstacke and had a great
deal to do with bringing the show from
it's basic script to the screen. With the
aid of director Jim Wright the show will
be a "really together."
SCLC calls
for boycott
Continued From Page 1
group of "national leaders to come to
Cincinnati to conduct community-wide
mass meeting," on the strike.
"It may be necessary to call a na-
tional boycott of all Hilton Davis pro-
ucts." the Rev. Mr. Abernathy said.
"We have never been limited to
civil rights or just involved in benefits
for blacks. We are concerned about peo-
ple and we are concerned about Hilton
Davis," the Rev. Mr. Abernathy said.
Members of Chemical Workers Un-
ion local 342 struck Hilton Davis last
June, as part of a national strike ag-
ainst the company's owner, Sterling
Drugs. Since then, the firm has hired
permanent replacements for many of the
strikers. The strike has resulted in nu-
merous acts of violence including some
firebombings of supervisors homes.
Black coed tells
about Ivy League
NEW YORK --" 'Ivy
League doesn't mean a thing
to many. blacks,- declared
one of Princeton's first black
coeds. "But what I may
have to offer does."
Writing in the current
issue of Redbook magazine.
Jan Robinson, who entered
Princeton i n S petember,
1969, explained how her im-
pressions of Princeton chang-
ed during her first year at
the predominantly white, for-
merly all-male .:chool.
Miss Robinson said that
she is no I qnger .."awed"
by Princeton which' she at
first considered' a "story,
book...cut off from the real
world." and that she is de-
termined to take full advant-
agtof being a student there.
'1
"I fully realize that what- at home it you can hold
ever I achieve and take your own with your fists and
back to my community will your wits."
be the results of my own
efforts and my own ability,
not because I attended a
prestigious s ch ool." the
20-year-old coed from the
Bedford-Stuyvesant .s e ction
of Brooklyn remarked.
Miss Robinson lamented
the "inadequate New York
City school system" which
keeps black children "un-
aware of the beauty of
knowledge' and said she
wished the children of her
neighborhood could see
the Princeton campus a n d
"realize t h at here you
can hold your head just as
high if you get a B on your
Fre4ch exam and you can
Other Car Renters
answer to the
horns office.
Carl Carson
answers to you.
LUCKIEST MAN in the WORLD???
Bro. Fred Wilson of Los Angeles, California can
show you how to have success in everything. He
works thru the Most Powerful Holy Spirit. Don't
Gamble on numbers, dice, cards, dogs, or horses
until you talk to this man and find, out about
the Mule and the Tobey. Consult him on love
problems, money matters, law suits. He is the :•f!
best in the country on court cases of all kinds.
Call any time day or nite. Area Code 213-734--
3918 Special Blessings for all.
TOP JUNIORS
-It's important to wake a
noteworthy contribution to
the world at least once a
week in Me field or the
other. These Juniors W e r e
seen doing 'their share to
make the world a little bet-
ter. They. are Jackie Casey.
Calvin Patton, Daniel Web-
ber, Blanche Washington,
Rosie Fields, 'rim Lee. Jack-
ie Johnson, Debra Frazier,
Carl Coleman and I. outs
Davis.
TOP COUPLES
AND TUNES
1. Melvin Johnson & Ge-
raldine Robinson — "Are
You My Woman"
2. Walter Carson & Doris
Bass — "One Less Bell To
Answer"
3. Alvin Jackson & Faye
Yancy — 'Stop The War"
4, James M it SI ul I e n &
Margaret Freeman —
"Somebody's W a t chi n
You"
5. Alvin Davis & Jenny
Johnson -- -If I Were Your
Woman"
The most requested record
this week is "One' Man
Band," by Three Dog Night
SCHOOL SPIRIT
At Lester as in in o s t
schools. there's always
something that hinders a
school from reaching it s
goal. Although many things
can be corrected, there is
Whittier Sengstacke Jr. Editor of the Tri•
State Defender is producing a monthly tele-
\ itilOn series for WHBQ TV. The title will
Black Perspective and will be shown at
9:30 pm Thursday night. Shown from left to
one item that distinguish(ss
itself from all others. That
item is school s pir it and
pride. There is presently a
school spirit contest sponsor-
ed by one of our local radio
stations and I would like to
make a personal plea to
you to send in your card
right are Leon Griffin, cameraman, Lance
Russell, program director WIIBQ, Smug
stacke, and Jim Wright, director of the pro.
gram.
stathg "My Scho oh has
Spirit." You could possibly
help win a prize for Lester.
Let's show everyone how we
feel about our Alma Mater,
TEENS IN THE SWING
Teens in the swing thi s
week seen doing all sorts of
things are: Norvell Johnson, .
Brenda Partee, James
Woods, Helen Johnson, Rob-
ert Joyce, Minerva Wood-
en, Samuel Martin, John
Tuggle and Cheryl Hooker.
So until next time remem-
ber that to reach the highest
goal you must begin at the
lowest.
DEPARTMENT STORES 
SAVE Vo 50%
0
°( MORE!
ladies nil 
children' iashion 
•A MCI
Junior•Misses.lialf -'-
Ladies' Winter Coats
1015!2 • Dressy and Casual Stylese Pant Coats to Maxi Lengths• Wools, Corduroys, Fake Furs• Solids, Checks, Plaids
Comp. $13.97 - 29.97
Petites.Juniors•Misses•Half Sizes
LADIES' 1 & 2 pc. DRESSES
•15
Comp. S6.97 - 8.97 Comp. 9.97-12.97
*Wide Selection of Styles
• Bonded or Unbonded Fabrics
• Acrylics, Polyesters, Acetates
e Popular Basic & Fashion Colors
.6.11•1111111.0111115
GIRLS' WARM SLEEPWEAR PANTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS
Gowns and PJ.s; machine washable cotton flannelette, 1 flfl $ 1 38brushed Acetate/Nylon; some scuffs; prints; solids:
4-14.
GIRLS WINTER COATS
Popular new styles; assorted colors in wools, cordu-
roys, "fur look" pile; 2-4, 3-6x, 7-14.
JR. BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS
Comp. $1.97. 2.97
$10 .$12
Comp. $12.97 • 19.97 PANTS
Long sleeves; button-down, spread collars; plaids,
solids: knit shirts in solid colors; 3.7 $ 00 • $ 1 38 SKIRTSComp. $1.97. 
-2.91 
GIRLS FASHION DRESSES
'3 Comp. at$3.97 - 6.97
Assorted styles fabrics; plaids, stripes,
solids; 6-18.
Wools, bonded Acrylics, double knits;
solids; 8-16, 30-36.
Long torso, A-line, belted looks; bonded knits, SWEATERSeasy-care cottons; prints, plaids, solids; 1-14.
Comp. $3 • 6 S2 • $3 - Cardigans, Pullovers; Acrylic, Nylon;
White, colors; 34-40.
G0 WOOLCO EASTGATE WOOLCO SOUTHGATE WOOLCO GATEWAY
• 
5100 Park Ave. 1833 S. Third St. 3230 Jackson Ave.
STORE HOURS: 10 A.M.-9:30 P.M. DAILY; OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6 P.M.
"Sad a (Amity "
RAMON'S MEAT CO.
1616 GETWELL FOWOEDASCTCAENIP Tp s 743-8911
SERVING THE MID-SOUTH FOR 20 YEARS
RAMON AND ROSE GEE, OPERATORS, DENNIS CROWDER, MGR.
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Elijah Muhammad to
hospital in Chicago
ELIJAH MUHAMMA1
CHICAGO — Black M u s
lim prelate Elijah Muham-
mad, 73, was believed to be
hospitalized behind tight se-
curity in Mercy hosMtal.
King. dr. at Stevenson • Ex-
pressway. the Daily Defend-
er learned.
Though neither hospital of-
ficials nor those close to the
spiritual leader would com-
ment on Mr. Muhammad's
alleged hospitalization, a
Daily Defender source — al-
so hospitalized at Alerey —
confirmed seeing the aging
Black Muslim leader.
Further, Mercy hospital
Public Relations Director,
James Barkley, referred all
inquiries about Mr. Muham-
mad to a Southside telephone
number. The number belongs
to Mr. Muhammad's son,
Herbert Muhammad. T h e
younger Muhammad was un-
available for comment yes-
terday.
Though the nature of the
elder Muhammad's illness
was not divulged, it was
WANTED
Executive Director for Community
Action Agency to administer poverty
program in Fayette County. College
degree with administration ability.
Must be experienced with the poverty
program preferable. Beginning salary
$9.000 - $11.500. Apply in writing to:
The Fayette County
Economic Development Commission
314 Midland
Somerville, Tenn. 38068
By February 10. 1971
,Equal Opportunity Employer
Home For Sale
679 Spring Street 2 Bedrooms Large
Kitchen Stove & Dinnerhood. Living
Rrn & Dining Rm. Carport Fence
Yard & Garage. Air conditioner.
Clean as a pen. By Equity At 5 3/4
Interest rate. , Note $96.42. Owner will
carry side note VA or FHA.
Call Edwin Or Eleanor Wilhanks
at 368-1517 Betty Bradford
2552 Poplar Realty Co.
388-0016 or 388-2248
Home For Sale
$200.50 down plus closing neatly Set -
orated. 3 bedrooms. one is panel.
Separate dining room and den. Call
Betty Bradford Realty Company.
388-2248 or 388-0016.
2552 Poplar
Duplex For Sale
030 & 932 Forrest Ave For Sale by
Owner. 2 Bedrooms, Central Heat. Air I
Condition $2.000 under FBA Appraisal 1
Shown By Appointment Only Call
After 5:00 p.m. 525-1907.
POSITION WANTEI)
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Employe, Please
consider me for a Stock Clerk, In-
ventory, Merchandiser. Marker or
Cashier. Experienced. M. Whitmore,
774-0383
WESTWOOD WHITEHAVEN
760 WESTERN PARK DRIVE
NEW FHA. 815.900
3 Br. lone king size), one bath. roomy
(len , has sliding glass door to coverid
patio. Lit. Hall and Br. have plueh
carpet: Kitchen & den Indoor-outdoor
carpet. Carport Jumbo storage room,
cyclone fence. FHA, VA or conven-
tional financing.
BETTY JO NELSON Res 396-1077
ARCO INC., REALTORS 5118 PARK
683-3523
WANTED
Switchboard - Receptionist. Some sec-
retarial duties. (Typing - no short-
hand) Equal Opportunity Employlr
Reply to: Office Manager
P. 0. Box 248
. Memphis. Tennessee 38101
HOMES FOR SALE IN
BETHEL GROVE ,AREA
-
2574 NOTT STREET
• 2 BEDROOMS
Living room combination, family room
and kitchen. $10100.00 FHA or VA.
2684 BURNS
2 BEDROOMS
Living room, dining room and kitchen.
510,850.00.
1697 So. TREZEVANT
7 ROOMS - 2 OR 3 BEDROOMS
Brick. Large living room, dining room,
eat-in kitchen, separate breakfast
room, utility room, den or third bed-
room. 313.400.00.
679 WESTERN PARK DR.
3 BEDROOMS - 114 BATH - BRICK
Den, eat-In kitchen, sliding doom to
patio, carpets, central heat.
9117.800.00.
514 LEVI RD.
3 BEDROOMS
Living room, dining room and kitchen
combination. brick. 113.900 OD.
4321 FALCON
3 BEDROOM - LIVING RM. - BRICK
Dining and kitchen combination, con-
temporary ½ ton air conditioner.
911,600.00.
ALL THE ABOVE HOMES CAN BE
BOUGHT ON F.H.A. or V.A. TERMS
BY QUALIFIED BUYERS.
GENE MEADOR 362-1556
Inc . Realtors
5118 Park Ace.
683-3523
hinted that he is suffering
another bout of cesoin:-
tory illness. akin to asthma.
The raeial "war" in Caird,
Ill., which recently has cata-
puted this southern Illinois
town of 6,300 people to na-
tional prominence, is head-
lined on NET's Black Jour-
nal this month.
The Cairo Black United
Front. led by its national
executive director, the Rev.
Charles Koen; has led a
Black economic boycott of
white-okined talsinesses in
this racially-torn community
since April 1969. The Front
claims that it has received
almost 100 per cent cooper-
ation from the Black com-
munity, which consists of
half the city's population.
The Black Journal pro-
gram will be seen on Mon-
day, Jan. 25, 1971, at 9 p.m.
(In New York City, it will
be aired on WNET/Channel
13, at 9 p.m.)
Black Journal documents
charges by the United Front
that a white vigilante group,
called the "White Hats,"
has fired shots into the all-
Black Pyramid Court hous-
ing project on over 150 sep-
arate nights. Two of the
three Black policemen who
recently resigned from Cai-
ro's currently all-white po-
lice force allege that police-
men has shot "at random"
into Black homes in pursuit
of snipers.
Racial tension has gripped
Cairo since 1967 when the
Illinois National Guard was
called in to quell civil dis-
turbance which erupted af-
ter a Black soldier was
found hanged in the city
jail. The Black communitk
began its boycott after town
officials refused to accept a
list of demands, which in-
cluded more jobs for Blacks,
half Black membership on
city boards and agencic
and the appointment of a
Black police chief.
Leon Perry, the Black di-
rector of the Governor's Of-
fice of Information, accuses
the Rev. Mr. Koen of "seek-
ing to promote himself as a
national g,ineralissiiio." He
Charges the Black leader of
seizing "a legitimate cause"
and "riding it up to the
heights of national populari-
ty" by soliciting aid from
other Black communities.
"The problem of Cairo is
in Cairo." he says. "It can
Mr. Muhammad was re
ported to be in room 919 out-
side of which is posted two
guards. The guards were
described as "clean-cut and
powerful-looking" by t h e
-Daily Defender source.
The description of t h e
guards concurs with the gen-
eral descriptions of the Mus-
lim Fruits of Islam — said
to be a karate-trained elite
guard used to protect Mus-
lim . hierarchy.
The sole Black Muslim of-
ficial to make any comment
on Mr. Muhammad's alleg-
ed hospitalization was Alias
Rassoull, nat,on.Ji secretary.
Through secretary, Ras-
soull issued a clipped "No
comment" 'o the Daily De-
fender's inquiry about Mr.
Muhammad': hospitalization.
Born Elijah Poole in San-
dersville, Gs., Mr. Muham-
mad became the spiritual
le-dir of untold numbers ot
black peop.1 n the 1930.
fter he succeeded Wallace
h( succeeded Wallace
D . Fard (pronounced Far-
-Jrd ) the founder of the rc
not be solved in New York
or Atlanta, or other cities."
The Rev. Mr. Koen re-
torts: "... I know that the
Governor and Leon and all
the rest of the people who
are in that whole oppressive
kind of thing are upset, be-
cause they had hoped that
they could isolate us, and
wipe us out and we'd just be
forgotten about like it never
happened ..."
The Cairo Black com-
munity has been able to sur-
vive economically during the
boycott due to efforts by the
United Front in setting up a
cooperative food store. Also,
food, clothing and donations
from Black communities
across the country have been
collected by a committee set
up by the United Front, call-
ed "Operation Need."
Bob Williams, a United
Front official, believes that
economic self-determination
is the future of the Cairo
Black community. "We want
Diana Ross, 26, former
lead singer of the Supremes
trio, was married Wednesday
to Robert Silberstein, a Bev-
erly Ilills businessman. The
marriage took place in Las
Vegas. The couple applied for
a license a few minutes alt-
er m:dnighf and exchanged
vows at the Silver Bells Cha-
pel in a candlelight c e.r e-
mony.
Customers are buying and
Saving ,more at. . .
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
2319 Lamar Ave. Ph. 323.1577
• Ultra Sheen-Hair Strafe
• Everything in beauty supplies
• Name brand merchandis•
Open all day Saturday
( Get the Best
Used Cars Frorn the
Get MGre Dealer!
0 1925 UNION AVE
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444 
DEFENDER
Johnson Product head
is on postal board
ligious sect. Fard mysteri-
ously disappeared and the
then embryonic Black Mus-
lim movement was passed
onto Mr. Muhammad to
lead.
Mr. Muhammad establish-
ed headquarters in Chicago
in 1934 and from that time,
has been the leading black
national figure to expound
and promote black financial
independence.
Membership of the Black
Muslims has been estimat-
ed to be between 250,000 to
several million. T h e Black
Muslim empire today is a
viable nation-wide enterprise
which includes real estate,
restaurants, groceries, cloth-
ing manufacturing outlets
and even agricultural land
in the South.
Former Black Muslim Na-
tional Secretary John A Ii
once told a Daily Defender
reporter that tile religious
sect had no successor to Eli-
jah Muhammad, though sev-
eral of his relatives hold key
positions within the admini-
strative wing of the sect.
our Black people, if the boy-
cott is ever lifted, to hake a
choice," he says. "They can
go back downtown and spend
their money with the wnite
racist merchants or they
can have their own store, in
their own community that
they own and - control, to
shop at."
The city's white mayor,
A.P. Thomas, feels that the
situation in Cairo is part -of
a larger problem. •
He says. "I fie' that this
Is part of- a national con-
spiracy, a revolution that's
going on across the coun-
try. It just seems that Cairo
gets more publicity than
any place else."
Black Journal, a produc-
tion of NET Division, Edu-
cational Broadcasting Cor-
poration, is seen on public
television the last Monday of
every m o 0 th. Executive
producer is Tony Brown,
George E. Johnson, Presi-
dent of Johnson Products
Company, Inc., of Chicago,
last week officially became a
member of the newly-created
U. S. Postal Board of Gover-
nors.
Mr. Johnson and six other
board members were ad-
ministered the oath of office
during a Washington, D. C.
ceremony and convened for
a two-day meeting as the
official governing body of
the United States Postal
Service.
The Presidentially-appoint-
ed Governors named Winton
M. Blount as the first Post-
master General of the new
Postal Service,
Mr. Blount has served as
Postmaster General of the
old Post Office Department
since 1968. He was also
elected Chairman of the new
Board of Governors and
will serve for an indefinite
term.
The Governors and/ Mr.
Blount will later elect a
Deputy Postmaster General
to round out the 11-member
governing board established
under the Postal Reorganiza-
tion Act signed last August
by President Nixon.
July 1, 1971, was set as
the date on which the new
U. S. Postal Service will
officially replace the old
Post 0 f f ice Department
operations.
Mr. Johnson, 42, founded
the Johnson Products Com-
pany in 1954. The firm,
which manufactures hair
preparations, has an inte-
grated administrative staff
and more than 150 em-
ployees, predominant-
I y black, at its headquarters
in Chicago.
In 1969. sales performed
by approximately 125 repre-
sentatives located throughout
the country totaled $10 mil-
lion for the year.
A native of Chicago. Mr.
Johnson is presently active
in numerons civic and social- ,
ly-oriented organizations. He
Bonds
INN II I III\ FOR
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive bids for a second.
story addition to the Central Office Building, 700 Adams Ave
flue. Memphis. Tennessee, until 2,30 P.M.. Central Standard
Time on February 25. 1971, at Mein phis Housing Aut hority.
700 Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee, .it which time and
place all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents, including ti. i,
specifications, are on file at the office of the Memphis
ing Authority. 790 Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee. and
the Architect. Eason, Anthony. MeKi )))) ie. Cos and Martin.
Architects, 1391 Madison Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee. Copies
of the documents may be obtained by depositin,.; 5100.00 with
the Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams Awiue. Memphis
Tennessee, for each set of documents so obtained. Such deposit
will be refunded to each person who returns the plans. specifica-
tions, and other documents in good condition within 10 days
after bid opening. Returned plans and specifications shall be
fully bound and unmarked.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to the Memphis Hous-
ing Authihity, U.S. Government bonds, or a satisfactory bid
bond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to not less than five (5%) percent of the bid shall
be submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance and payment bond or bonds in a penal
sum of at least 100% of the amount of the contract as awarded.
All bidders mitit be licensed General Contractors as required by
Chapter 135 of the Public Acts of 1945 of the State of Tenn-
essee, and all amendments thereto. Bidder's name and contrac-
tor's license number must be placed on the face of the envelope
containing the Bid Documents.
Attention is called to the fact that nut less than the niinimum
salaries and wages as set forth in the specifications inust be paid
on this project, and the contractor must insure that employees
and applicants for employment are not discriminated against be-
cause of race, color, creed, religion, sex, or national origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any
or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall he withdravni for a period of thirty (30) days sub-
sequent to the opening of bids without the consent of the
Memphis Housing Authority.
700 Adams Avenue
Telephone 526-6841
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
• °relic Ledbetter
Secretary
GEORGE E. JOHNSON
is Vice President of the Chi-
cago Urban League; Chair-
man of the Board of the
Independent Bank of Chicago
and Vice President of the
Junior Achievement (Pro-
gram) of Chicago.
Mr. Johnson also serves as
a board member of the Chi-
cago Area Council of the
Boy Scouts! Chatham
YMCA; Chicago Wesley
Memorial Hospital and the
Howalton Day School, a pri-
vate school for black chil-
dren.
The father of three sons
and one daughter, Mr. John-
son is married to the former
Joan B. Henderson, also of
Chicago.
Manassas guard
enters LeMoyne
Terry Gray, an All-State
guard last season at Man-
assas High School, has been
accepted for the second
semester at LeMoyne-Owen
College,. according to Coach
Jerry C. Johnson.
Johnson said Gray should
add strenght to the Magician
five.
The coach said Gray will:
be eligible for games he
ginning Jan. 26.
LeMoyne will
LeMoyne-Owen College will
host the third of a series of
'mini-conferences' sponsored
by Oak Ridge Associated
Universities for persons who
participated in the 1970 sum-
mer workshops for tradition-
,ally Negro institutions at
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
The conference has been
scheduled for Thursday and
Friday, Jan. 28-29, in the
LeMoyne-Owen student cen-
ter. Daily sessions will start
at 10 a. m.
Dr. Wafter W. Gibson,
chairman of the natural sci-
ence division at the college
and coordinator of the con-
ference, said 30 persons
have been invited.
Conference participants
will live at Holiday Inn-
Southwest.
Purposes of the conference
will be:
(1) a review of events and
reactions to the 1970 summer
workshops;
(2) an assessment of pre-
proposals and proposals re-
sulting from the 1970 sum-
mer workshops and plans or
"strategies" to more active-
ly seek support for the same;
(3) a discussion of project-
ed inter-institutional cOopera-
tion in programs of mutual
benefit;
(4) an assessment of
ORAU's future role in assis-
ing TNI's in their develop-
ment.
Adlai to talk
on UN in '70
Adlai E. Stse.enson
111 (D-111.1 will be the key-
note speaker at the annual
membership meeting of the
United Nations Association
of Illinois on Friday. Feb.
12, at the Sheraton-Black-
stone Hotel.
lie will talk about "The
United Nations in the 1970s.."
He is expected to discuss
the role his father played as
U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations.
Also commenting on their
experiences as U.S. dele-
gates to the UN will be
Philip M. Klutznick and
Cir cuit Judge Edith S.
Sampson.
1I Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic GOWN
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
bluets Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. SA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
YOUR Company Makes What You Ask fer An
Creates What You Think or
JUST LOVE THE
DOUBLE SAVINGS
BIG
AT 
AR
Everyday
Low Prices
Plus
QUALITY
STAMPS
S.'
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TEAMWORK IS ESSENTIAL for a successful meeting, so
Calvin D. Pate, assembly supervisor for some 19 congrega-
tions in Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas is seen dis-
cussng final arrangements with his assistant Lawrence
Stratighter for Jehovah' Witnesses first semi-annual con-
vention to be held in 1971 in the Women's Building at the
Memphis Fairgrounds January 29-31. They welcome all
persons who are concerned about the rising t i de of re-
bellion, regardless of race or religion, to attend the meet-
ings. An expected audience of 2,000 will eagerly await to
hear the featured discoures of the convention, "What is Be-
hind the Spirit of Rebellion?" to be delivered by Joseph
Sala, district supervisor for the Mid South area.
Longview Heights Club
installs '71 officers
Longview Heights Civic
Club installed the officers
ror 1971. Members and
families in the Longview
Heights area assembled in
the lower auditorium of the
Calvary United Methodist
church Tuesday night Janu-
ary 12 to install the 1971 of-
ficers of Longview Heights
Civic Club.
Mrs. Robert L. Drain in-
troduced Councilman James
Netters. who delivered a
very stirring and challenging
installation -message charg-
ing the officers and the club
to create a climate of love
and wholesome environment
that would develop a safe
and happy community for
those who dwell there in.
A very fervent invocation
on behalf of the community
was given by Mr. G. B. Gib-
son in the absence of Rev.
R. A. Bivens the church
pastor.
The following officers pro-
mised to dedicate their
talents, efforts and services
to the welfare of the
orgarization. — Allen Stiles,
prescient: Mrs. Myrtle J.
Fisher. vice president; Mrs.
Kathryn Bowers, recording
secretary; Mrs. Minerva
Hancock, assistant secre-
tary: Mrs. Bethra Estees.
treasurer; M r s . Charles
Walker. corresponding secre-
tary: Mrs. G. E. Gibson.
assistant corresponding sec-
retary: Rev. James Polk.
financial secretary: Rev. R.
A. Bivens, parliamentarian:
Authur Dugger, sergeant-At-
Hooks to give
installation
talk at church
Annual Installation Day
will be observed on Sunday.
Feb. 7, at the First Baptist
Church Mt. Olive at 3011
Mt. Oboe st. hcginning at 3
p.m.. and special guests will
be members of the Middle.
Baptist Church of which the
Rev. TI.L. Hooks is the pas-
tor.
Music will be sung by the
Nass choir of Middle Bap-
tat, and the Rev. Mr. Hooks
will deliver the installation
sermon. The public is invit-
ed.
Mrs. Edna Powell is chair-
man of .Installation Day,
Herman Allen is clerk of
the church, and the Rev.
N.A. Crawford is the minis-
ter.
Hoover is
The liar:
Mrs. King
(Editor's Note: In an in-
terview with FBI Director
J. Edgar Hoover, which ap-
peared in the Dec. 14, 1970
issue ef Time magazine,
Hoover d:scussed a meeting
which took place Dec. 1,
1964. between him and the
late Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. The two met after Hoo-
ver called King -the most
notorious liar in the c o u n-
try" for advising civil rights
workers to avo'd m a king
complaints to FBI men be-
cause they were southerners,
According to the Time ar-
ticle, King wired Hon v e r.
asking to see him. During
the course of the meeting,
according to Hoover, King
denied that he had ever
ceticized the FBI. Hoover's
reply, as quoted in Time
was, "Mr. King. stop right
Arms: Logan Mitchell. pro-
gram chairman: Mrs. Luc\
Williams. b 1 ock commis-
sioner: and Mrs. Robert L
Drain, Community Relation
chairman.
At the close of the very
dramatic period of installa-
tion Mrs. Gibson presided at
at well appointed coffee hour
in honor of Councilman Net-
ters. The table featured a
fI ower arrangement of
spring blossoms in silver
bowls that complimented the
distinguished silver service
that graced the long table
overlaid in Venituan Lace.
The February meeting will
be held February' 8th in the
lower auditorium of the
Longview Claviary United
Methodist Church.
Ladies of Prospect Street
anik Longview Street will be
hostess for the snack table.
TERRY L. FOXX
Terry L. Foxx
is in Vietnam
Airman First Class Terry
L. Foxx. a member of the
Security Support Group. is
presently stationed at Cam
Ranh Bay, Vietnam, His
mother, Mrs. Jessye M.
Foxx. resides at 421 S. Lau-
derdale apt. F.
Before entering the Air
Force he attended Booker
T. Washington High School -
where he was an active. par-.
ticipant in many orograms.
He was graduated in June,
1969. He is a member of the
Olivet Baptist Church,
Airman Foxx completed•
his basic training at Lack-
laud Air Force Base, San .
Antoino, Tex.
He has bena stationed in
Vietnarp since December,
1970.
there. You're lymg." An d.
according to Hoover, he
added: "If you e ver sa y
anything that's a lie again,
I'll brand you a liar again").
O. •
In the Dec. 21 i s s ue of
Time, Mrs. Martin Luther
Kmg, Jr. responded as fol-
lows.
"The children and I have
always understood the signi-
ficance of my h u s ha n d's
work and would have prefer-
red personally to ignore Mr.
Hoover's ungentlemanly at-
tacks on my husband, but
my husband is dead and CM-
not reply for himself.
"Moreover, his memory is
too precious to us and to
tens of millions of Ameri-
cans. Black and white, to
permit unfounded slurs to
remain unanswered.
"J. Edgar Hoover, in al-
leging that he c ailed my
husband a liar during their
meeting in 1964, has expos-
ed himself. There were wit-
nesses present, three d i s-
tinguished clergymen, who
explicitly denied that Mr.
Hoover made such a state-
ment or any other attack on
my husband's veracity to his
I ace.
DEFENDER
Salem-Gilfield
men planning
for annual day
The men of Salem-Gilfield
Baptist Church have Corn-
Dieted arrangements for an-
nual Min's Day to be held
at the church on Sunday,
Feb. 14.
Fhe general chairman is
W.11. Clark Jr.. with Cassell
Hughes as co-chairman and
Aaron Woodhouse as genet'.
UNBLEACHED
al secretary.
Other officers are Warren
Burt. program chairman;
Harold Plunkett, assistant
program chairman; William
Randle, finance chairman;
Allen Hamilton, assistant
fisance chairman: Al Tay-
lor, publicity chairman; Ar-
- thur Turner, kitchen com-
mittee chairman: James
Coxen. as sistant kitchen
committee chairman; Claude
Cain, chairman of the cour-
tesy committee; Percy Da-
s-is, chairman of the decorat-
ing • committee, and Willie
Watkins, co-chairman of the
decorating committee.
DOMESTIC
100% COTTON
ros. $
FOR
r
..,.
D
cfr.
0
if-
YARDS
FOR
NEW SHIPMENT
REG. '2" yd. RETAIL
"BLAZER STRIPES"
ARNEL KNITS
* 45" WIDE-0N BOLTS
* 90% ACETATE-10% NYLON MACHINE
WASHABLE
* HANCOCK SPECIAL SALE PRICE
$198
I YD.
• • INNN.\\V,..
LADIES'ON'T MISS THIS
SUPER SPECIAL!!
DRESS and SUITING
FASHION FABRICS
.111.
.4116
* 45/54" Wide * Values to '3.98 yd.
* Prints—Fancies * Permanent Press
* Easy Care Fahrtcs * Many Others
* Contents On Bolts
r
a\‘
...vm
OUR REG. 69° YD.
SHEATH LINING
SB
FIRST QUALITY
100% CELANESE ACETATE
45" WIDE
60 COLORS
2 YARDS 1
FOR
REG.'3.5e-
THREAD
28 COLORS
325 YARDS 15
MERCERIZED SPOOL
45"-48" SATEEN
DRAPERY
LINING
100% COTTON
WHITE AND OFF-WHITE
FIRST QUALITY REG. 69° YD,
YARDS
FOR
Choir to stage Annual Baptists' tea
Valentine tea expected to net $7,000
The members of Choir
No. 2 of the St. Andrew
AME Church at 867 S Park-
way East will present their
annual Valentine Tea hi the
dining area of the church
from 4 to 7 p.m., on Sunday,
Feb. 14. The public is invit-
ed.
Mrs. Tyree Campbell is
president of the choir. The
Rev. E.M. Martin is minis-
ter of the church.
The 13th annual Baptist
International Tea held Sun-
day. Jan. 17, in the Le-
Moyne-Owen College student
center, attracted a capacity
crowd and is expected to
reach its goal of $7,000 when
all reports are in.
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,
the college's director of de-
velopment, said early re-
ports f coin participating
churches showed a total of
more than $6.0(K), He said ti-
nancial reports are still
awaited from about 20 other
churches.
Hundreds of Baptists from
participating churches
thronged the campus for the
event and for man of them
it was their first visit to Le-
Moyne-Owen.
Proceeds from the tea
the 
goal Buy Bondsto Baptist Education Fund for LeMoyne-Owen
College.
The Rev. B.L. Hooks was Mir.titaReweriNMOININNIBMINI1111111111
SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1971
general chairman and Mrs,
Nancy Givands, coordinator.
The Rev. B.L. Burgs was
arrangements chairman. The
Rev. Roy Love is president
of the Baptist Pastors Alli-
ance which sponsored the
tea.
LeMoyne-Owen receives fi-
nancial support from the
Tennessee Baptist Mission-
ary and Educational Con-
vention as well as the United
Church of Christ.
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100% POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
KNITS! MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST SELECTIONS OF NEW SPRING COLORS,
KNITS! STYLES, PATTERNS, DESIGNS AND WEAVES—
KNITS! BRANDS YOU KNOW AND TRUST
KNITS! EVERYLADIES' FAVORITE 'MIRACLE FABRIC" FOR EVERYTHING IN HER
WARDROBEKNITS!FROM UNIFORMS-DRESSES-BLOUSES TO YOUR MOST FAH-
KNITSI IONABLE SUITS.
KNITS! * NEVER BEFORE OFFERED SUCH SELECTIONS--SUCH LOW PRICES.
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HUGE SELECTION
$ 2292 to 10 YD. LENGTHS Yd.
REG. '4" YD. $188
ON BOLTS */ Yd.
REG. '5" TO '6" YD. 
$488ON BOLTS  Yd.
REG. '8" TO '9" YD. $788
ON BOLTS / Yd.
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ISSUE #31 REG. 75c SELLER
"1001" IDEA BOOKS
10`EA
,*
DON'T MISS THIS LADIES!!
1/2 PRICE SALE
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF:
$ VELVET • VELVETEEN • FAKE FUR
ALL 1/2 OF REG. MARKED PRICE
HANCOCK'S ENTIRE STOCK
NEW SPRING COLORS
BONDED TURBO
ACRYLICS
* FAMOUS BRANDS
* EXPO DESIGNS
* CHECKS—FANCIES SOLIDS
* 100% ACRYLIC LINED WITH 100% ACETATE
* ALL AT ONE LOW HANCOCK PRICE
* MACHINE WASHABLE
REG. '12" YARD
CUT VELVET
* 54" WIDE
* MEMPHIS' LARGEST
SELECTIONS
* BEAUTIFUL COLORS AND
PATTERNS
MANY DECOR & APPAREL
USES
* SAVE $3.00 ON EACH YARD:
This Week Only
FAMOUS BRAND
HIGH FASHION
Reg. $2.99 yd.
ARNEL KNITS
* SOLIDS-PRINTS
* MACHINE WASHABLE
* 45" WIDE
* FIBER CONTENTS ON BOLTS
98'.
FAMOUS $1.00 SELLER
4
INTERFACING
40" WIDE NON-WOVEN WHITE3 YARDS
FOR
•
.•
zwootV.
CLEAN-UP SPECIAL!
DRESS and SUITING
FASHION FABRICS
* 45/54" Wide * Values to 298
* Prints—fancies * Permanent Press
* Easy Care Fabrics * Many Others
* 2 ta 10 Yd. Lentlis
YAFROORS $1
\\\ a..
POLYFOAM
* CHIPS `'LCB. :9;G 2*$* PILLOWS 89`  FOR 1F„,,,...,..... Niko" - .
18,000 YARD
PURCHASE
FOR MEMPHIS STORES
U.S. STAMPED
NAUGAHYDE
* 54" WIDE—ON BOLTS
* ASSORTED COLORS—PATTERNS
* VALUES TO '3.98 TO.
66 Yd.
Price Good All 6 Stores Thursday Thru Saturday
#1
SOUTH PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
WINTINAYEN
2
3115
PUS AVE
PARR CENTER
101111 UST minis
2112 JACKSON AVE.
IT 11011.T11100
STORE HOURS
WEEK DAYS
9 LM.-9 P.M.
SATURDAY
9 AMA P.M.
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Catholic
News
!Listen Soul Folk, and you
shall hear, about a smooth
column that will bring you
cheer. Toni Johnson is my
name. Socking soul news
(roan Catholic, is my game.
All around our den is quiet
and cool, keeping you tab
on everything is my rule.
Today we are wondering
about what kind of world we
are living in Questions that
we're seeking solutions to
are: Will the war cease?
Why not give peace a
chance? What about the fu-
ture? The Generation Gap?
Where do the answers lie?
Maybe, one solution is to
become involved with the
problems of our society and
stop taking the attitude of
not caring about what hap-
pens. Another solution is to
let LOVE. PEACE and UN-
DERSTANDING take its
place. I say to you, Can you
dig it?
The happenings around our
school aren't so sad, cause
we've got soul and we're
super bad! Right On Bro-
ther! ! !
January 20, 1971, we
moved into t he swing of
things, with our monthly
program known as "D-Day".
Some c o urses sponsored
were the film "Cool Hand
Luke", Pop Rock Lyrics,
Skin Care for Boys, and A
Look at Black History by
Nat D. Williams. The ''Loyo-
la Band" performed at a
hand concert that following
morning.
January 14, 1971, the Foot-
ball Banquet was held in
the school's cafetorium. It's
purpose was to award. ap.
preciate, and honor those
"powerful players" who led
our team to many great vic-
tories and battles.
A few who were hore,re5
were: Horace Clay, lohn
Brignole, Mark 'Born, Henry
Jackson, Ken Bates. Chip
Sneed, Jimmy Cull and
Ernie Nicastro:
Other outstanding pldyers
who Aid their thing were
Gerry Bates, -David Warren,
Ronnie E d wards, Tandy
Franklin and Edward Lewis.
Some who were on the
scene were: Jacky Proby,
Wilamina Foglemen, Clyde
Wherry, Ozell Wray, Sandra
Taylor. Phyl us
.1 a c ki e ,Brownlee, Denese
Carpenter, Libra Thompson,
Mabel Clay, Susann Curry,
Richard Kelley, Gailor King,
Toni Johnson and Edward
McClure.
HEAR YE!!! HEAR YE!!!
When the basketball game
is over and the time is right.
you can pay to the piper
and dance to the music all
night. People come from
miles around, to dig the
RAW SOUL ! ! ! like these
supersonic sound s: Ad-
mission at door 25 cents.
From the old to the new,
these songs we dedicate to
you:
1. All I Have
2. Jody
3. Grove Me Baby
DEFEND,ER
Hamilton High News
This is Monica and Debra
bringing you the latest hap-
penings around the Big,
Bow and Bad Wilcat Den.
Some of pur Prosperous
Prospects are Lynn Mitchell,
Dennis Williams, Veboraoh
Johnson, John Archie; Mel-
vin Payne, Vanessa Bowens,
Maurice. Hale Vicke
Lester Alexander, Patrisha
Williams, Landra Williams,
Mary Newsom, Debra Arm-
strong, Linda Griffin,
Dorothy Jones, Eva Jo Ste-
wart, Vanessa Bland, Har-
old Garner. Robert Hill,
Clara Williams, Delois Jef-
feries, Leo Johnson, Marilyn
Boyd, Jackie Johnson, Lynn-
wood Saulsberry, Thomas
Price, Patricia Word, Regi-
nald Huery, Cheryl Critten-
den, Mary Branch, Lillie
Taylor, .Mary Jacks, Larry
Simmons, K a t hy Miller,
Willie Lee, James Williams,
Jerome Gilke y, Valeria
Gilstrap, I.inda Jones, Leon
Thomas, Rene Powell,
Carlotta Larry, Debra Wil-
liams, James "Jabo" Miller,
John " Mane" Chalmers,
Janice King, James White,
Billie Askew, Juanita Por-
ter, James Crittenden, Mary
Watson, Yvonne Howard.
Nancy Jackson, Kenneth
Murphy, Carmen Tinsley,
Daisy Watson, Judy Holmes,
Rhonda Washington, Jackie
Williams, M a r io House,
Millie McGhee, Gwendolyn
Gilbert, Lawrence Albert,
Carol Ingram, and :Melody
Clayborne.
Hamilton is known to be a
Kaleidoscope of Fashion.
Backing this up all the way
4. Your Time to Cry
5. Mama's Pearl
6. Stone Love
7. I'm For You, and You're
For Me •
8. The Hurts Still Here
9. One 'Apple Don't Spoil the
Whole Bunch
10. Born to Wonder
CHARGER CHArf ER! ! !
You know that love can he
a problem, but don't let it be
a sweat for E. M. & W. F. &
L. S. or the best will come
YET!
- D. S. isn't. too shy. She's
caught the eye of a popular
"Golden Wildcat" with the
last initial "M"
Guess What? P. A. called
(Orchid) because she thought
she smelled a rat, but C. W.
says -Mats alright with me,
because their are, too many
fish in the sea.
C. tells D. C. that the
Age of Aquarius is the
Dawning of Love.
G. K. tells 0. W. "It's
Your Thang, do what you
wanna do. because I Can't
MI you who to Sock It To.
Well, this is your Super-
Soul Kid from the mellow.
mad • place, putting more
Jive in your Strive and more
soul not to waste. Blowing
your mind with this inquiring
thought f r.o m Engine
No. 9 "If You're looking for
a Lover, Don't Judge a Book
By It's Cover." Remember:
"Beauty is Only Skin Deep."
. .
The Juges Inc. has been a long time friend
to the Children of Goodwill Homes. They've
donated a swimming pool to the horn e.
are Ailed Alexander, Herbert
Powers, Cheryl Blanatard,
Charlotte Faulkner, Jerry
"Nap" Williams, Pamela
Brown, John "Mane" Chal-
mers, Caro lyn Branch,
Beverly Jones, Cheryl
Payne, Ira Dotson, Dianne
Gasper,- Karen Seymour,
Walter McBride, Van Patter-
son, Linda Maxwell, Natalie
Clark, Michael Scott, Belinda
Plunkett, Michael Watson,
Myra Hudson, and Patricia
Copper.
Love is making a "seen."
Some of the people doing
their thing are Evelyn Cole
and Don Mattox; Delnita
Gray and Larry Hebron;
-Brenda Edwards and Ray-
mond Tate; Alisa Gunn and
Dewitt Young; Gwendolyn
Bernard and Anthony Petti-
grew; Judy Nelson and
Maurice Freeman; Thelma
Cox and I.arry Sanders;
Charlotte F a u lkner and
Horace McClure; Settlestine
Moss and Reginald Cooper-
wood; Vontyna Noel and
Billy R i chmond; Wanda
Robinson and Michael Pitt-
man: Lorrain Stewart and
Edward Morrison: Bonnie
Donelson ,...and Wilburn Ed.
wards; and Ida Brashaw and
Hubert Flowers.
' Our Soulful seniors puffin'
the turn on are: Larry Ste-
ven. Michael Ford Phyllis
Kyle, Larry Scruggs, Ann
Green, Jerry Bodes, Gwen-
dolyn Lawson, Ronnie walton,
Raymond Tate, Charles Ste-
wart, Diane Woods, Mc-
Kinley Boyd, Sharlene Har-
din, Gertrude Nettles, Ralph
Thompson, Bridgette Jones,
They are shown above presenting a bus for
transportation to the children.
NAACP in plea
WASHINGTON — The Na-
tional Association for the
Advancement o f C olored
People has filed motions in
the Supreme Court of the
United States for a rehear-
ing of the 18-year-old vote
suit and for leave to inter-
vene.
The motions, filed on Jan.
14, on behalf of Dawn P.
German, 19, of Dallas, con-
tend that under Article I,
' Section 8, the Congress has
the power to enact legisla-
tion lov.cring the voting age
to 18 in state and local bal-
loting as well as in federal
elections.
The NAACP raised this is-
sue in a brief amicus filed
in the original suit by the
association's department of
military and veterans af-
fairs. But the Supreme
Court, in a decision handed
down Dec. 2, 1970, ignored
it and upheld the constitu-
tionality of the act only a-
ft applies to federal elm
tions.
JONES
BIG
STAR
Memphis fastest
growing Supermarket
A Store you can be
oud to call your
own
Zenobia l' arson, Lena
Woods, Ella Pitino, Mittye
Denson, Junnie Moore, Wrio-
nie Love, Debra Prewitt, Vic-
tor Simpson, Doyle Johnson,
Marsha Swangan, Lois New-
by, Berkley. Buckles, Linda
Parson, Tony Washington.
Margaret Hassell, Robert
Montgomery, Marcia Mit-
chell, Leroy Applin, and Ger-
aldine Johnson, The Marvel-
ous Mackirig Juniors are: Al-
ma Jo Black, Michael Ran-
son, Monica "Monie" Bean,
Dwight Bog a, Kimberly
Bridges, J a m es Fisher,
Denise Batts, Avis "Stax"
Washington, Ronald Sanders,
Jane I. Qualls, Anthony
Oliver, Sheila Winfrey, Rita
Myers, Vanessa Mays, , Liz
Newby, Lyne tte Lakes,
Debra "Dreamful" Harrison,
Lawrence Myers, Beverly
Williams, Victor Poag, Little
West Payne, Elaine Green,
Tommy Macklin, Vanessa
Williams, Florise Franklin,
Faye Cheairs, Micheal Jack-
son, Sylvia Boyd, Cheryl
Carlton, Maxine Marshall,
Gwenda G i 'strap. Debra
Lewis, Dorothy Mangum,
Micheal Deberry, Edmond
Boothe, Elizabeth Dixon, am!
Hazel Little. Some of the
Superbad Sophomores are
Betty Fitzgerald, Oliver
Johnson, D o r othy Moss,
Leon " 0 n ion" Franklin
Kathleen Henderson, Wad-1
dell Fisher, Janice DuniganH
Charles Ballard, Jackie M.,
ley. Ray Gunn, Rosemary
Carlton, Ronald Gunn.
Jackie Plunkett, Sammic
Winishard, Fern Tennial,
George Wilson, Danny Elliott
Miranda Webb. Daniel Beg,
'Attila Noel, Melvin Cain
Delois Bernard, Kevin
Linda Ingram, and Cynthni
Perkins.
TEACHER OF THE WEEK
Mrs. Helen Reynolds is a
member of the Wildea!,'
faculty. She resides at 315
N. Bellevue, Apt. 7. She is a
member of Epiworth Unite,l
Methodist Church. Her hob-
bies are sewing, knitting
reading and other types of
needle work. She has been
teaching two and 'a half
years.
She taught one year at
Texarkana College in Texar-
kana. Texas, and has taught
for one and a half years at
Hamilton High. She grad-
udated from I.amar State
C o 11 ege of Technology in
Beaumont, Texas (B. A. de-
gree in English) and from
the University of Arkansas
(M. A. degree in Englishu
in Fayetteville, Arkansas.
893 E. Mclemore Ave.
Rufus Jones
at your Service
948-4073
SENI-SECTIONALE
Need Extra Sitting and Sleeping Space . . . Here is a
Wonderful Way to Have it and at a Low, Low Price
2 Sofas by DAY
2 Beds by NIGHT •
4111111.11111111111‘
DOWNTOWN
243 S. MAIN
UNTIL 9 P.M.
Mail or Flusne 521 6401
• Dual-Purpose SOFAS
Smart, Comfortable—Swell for Dens, Family Rooms, Etc.
VINELLE COVERED SLEEPER LOUNGES Reg $99.95 Quality
4-PIECE NEW SECTIONAL
think of it. You get both of these big comfortable solas.f,r only
$59.88. full 6 ft. long, with backs that lift off easily for lii sleep.
ing comfort on a coo spring base.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT DELIVERS '
Reer,.ls Trete DiStvunr Price
210TARAM AR
OP1N 151.10 SIGiat
UNTIL 9 P.M.
Mail or Phone .124-2700
FREE
DELIVERY
ANYWHERE
 
 1,41
r••
I • y-A-Woy
HOLIDAY SHOW HEADLINERS — Carla Thomas and
Bill Cosby lake time for a few poses backstage during
their recent appearance at Harrah's in Reno whcre he
provided the fun and recording artist Carla added her
saucy vocal styling to, the special holiday package which
opened on December 24. 'rhe two appeared in the Head-
liner Boom of the Nevada establishment.
Northside News
By GLENN PETERSON
The in i g hty Northside
Cougars step in on the teen
page of the Tri State De
lender, telling of all the •
happenings around the Cou-
gars' Den,
On Tuesday our basketball
team put dow n another
strike for victory after de-
(eating the Central Warriors
V a score of 61-59. TwO
points seem like a million
to the gallant but bad Om-
gars.
On Jan, 15, Nortitside
among many to pay • tribute -
to the late Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King. There -was a
sense of tegetherness with ...
the choir along with leading -7
singers, such as. Eirestda
Wooten and Doris Rome.
'rho audience seemed to
enjoy it as well as partici-
pate in the singing of Black
Spirituals. It only goes to
show you what three teach- -
ers can do namely Miss B.
Burton, Mrs. F. McAnally,
and Mrs. M. McCalla.
Top organizations around
Northside High are: The
Cougarettes„ I. c s Dames
Charmantes, the Royal Ca-
valiers, the Coeds, the Span-
ish Club, the Tri-M, the
French Club, the Latin Club,
VICA, and last but not least
I hi Student Council
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked in Memphis by Memphians .
..rushed rushed dolly to your hi,
Morgue • Knott supermarket tor
maximum freshness
Hogue & Knottl
Hamburger °4 1#3
or Hat Dog A-
BUNS
8 to pkg.
BREAD 274
BROWN N liottERal4
ROLLS Filtuoe Package 
iviorrell Whole Polk Boston
Butt
Roast ,,,.39
Hogue & Knott Pure
PORK 3 lb pky.
SAUSAGE lb.
TellileSSet• •
Eyertresh
Peas & Carrots
4 limit
20 oz. Poly Bag
Express in Oil
Tomato Sauce ot Mustard
Welch
Grape
Juice 40,), 69
Dohon
Leaf Spinach
10c
1001.
Tray Pack
Tasty oi Chickasaw sliced
Bacon ,„ 45c
Captain Houk Breaded 2
Fish
Sticks 8 oz
Moi rell's Pride all meat
Bologna
Reynold s
Reg. Strength 12"X25'
Mr. Spuds
Michigan Red Delicious
Apples 007 39c
Golden Ripe
Iceburg Jumbo Head
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 AM. to 1 P.M
..•••• 
•••••••••- From the Weever
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Pres. Nixon on Dr. King
President Nixon's eloquent tribute to Dr. Martin Luther
King's memory is the first public statement by the Chief Execu-
tive on the man who laid down his life so that freedom, peace
and brotherhood might be living symbols of the American
society.
In a voice ringing with sincerity, Mr. Nixon said: "I
remember Dr. King not only for his dream, but for personal
courage. That courage will remain an inspiration to the nation
long after his dream becomes part of the reality of American
life."
This lofty assessment of the civil rights leader is in a way
an atonement for the frigid attitude of the Administration on
the race question.
In praising Dr. King, the President was, by indirection,
placing his stamp of approval on the cause for which King
labored and died. The paramount issue with the black leader
was civil rights in all their implications. Mr. Nixon's comment
may be the initiail step of a design to etch the Negro question on
a larger canvas.
If this interpretation be correct, the inescapable corollary
would be that Presilient Nixon is gradually pulling the rug from
under the exponents of the Southern strategy. Such a move would
go a long way toward bringing the black voter back into the
Republican fold.
Black bankers vs. Brimmer
The members of the National Bankers Association, a black
organization, sharply took issue with Dr. Andrew-F. Brimmer
over his critical assessment of the financial capability and man-
agement of Negro banking institutions.
ftrirm-Ar, the only Negro member of the Federal Reserve
Boat,- - held consistently to the view that banks operated
by -ere too handicapped to be an economic force in
.'ies and thus their growth should be discouraged.
J bankers countered by charging that Brimmer
va: 2 presented and distorted the role, performance and
poten,,al of black banks in this country.
But, Brimmer, a highly respected economist, supports his
argument with an impressive array of relevant economic facts.
There are only 20 Negro owned banks in the United States.
It is his contention that formation of more black banks was
not the best way to end shortage of capital and credit in the
slums.
Black owned banks have had on the whole, he said, an
operating experience less favorable, with more loan losses,
than other banks generally. A major problem, Brimmer observ-
ed, is the lack of good management. He admitted that the
difficulties did not spring wholly from the fact that these banks
are owned and operated by Negroes.
The problems "seem to arise partly from the fact that
the market for their services is circumscribed by general con-
ditions in the ghetto — high unemployment, low incomes, low
rate of savings and the marginal character of local businesses.
These obstacles are reinforced by a severe shortage of trained
management personnel."
The members of the National Bankers Association, while
upbrading Brimmer, admitted the existence of the shortcom-
ings. However, they do not believe they should close shop and
go home because their loans are not bringing the returns ex-
pected of them.
Well, where there is faith and persistence, there is a way.
Perhaps in time the slums will blossom like desert flowers
and become self-supporting, thus providing the justification for
the black bankers' patience and faith.
Red plea for Angela
The interest that Soviet scientists and intellectuals are mani-
festing in the Angela Davis' case is an eloquent testimony of
the international character of the affair. Their appeal to Presi-
dent Nixon for clemency is ill-timed. The matter is before the
courts in process of trial. Though Mr. Nixon is President of
the United States he has no constitutional warrant that woula
allow him to interfere with the trial at this point.
The case has become a cause celebre because of the promi-
nence of Miss Davis as a former member of the faculty of
the University of California at Los Angeles and the strange
circumstances which have led to her arrest.
In their letter, the Soviet intellectuals reminded Mr. Nixon
of a speech last year in which he quoted Thomas Jefferson to
the effect that Americans acted not for themselves alone but
for the entire human race.
"Today, Mr. President," the Soviet group said, "the human
race is convinced that Angela Davis is about to be tried 'in
effect for the stand she takes in political and racial problems."
The Soviet intrusion into the picture, though laudable as an
ideological partisan gesture, may not improve Angela Davis'
lot. America's suspicion and fear of Russia and Communism may
react negatively to the Russian intercession for Angela. Though
President Nixon's prompt invitation to the Moscow scientists
who wrote him to attend the trial as observers, is an unprece-
dented concession, it is doubtful he will go beyond that point
for reason of politics and personal bias.
'GEORGE GoEsToWASIIINGTON
My view
Mismanagement differs
when race is involved
By BENJAMIN E. MAIIS
MISMANAGEMENT, IF NEGRO?
The press carried a bigheadline
Dec. 31, 1970: "U. S. Offers Lockheed
Deal." The Defense Department is pro-
posing $1.2 billion to save Lockheed.
It will take this amount to save L o c k-
heed from bankruptcy. Even if this pro-
posal goes through, Deputy Defense
Secretary Packard warns that this may
not guarantee Lockheed's survival.
Lockheed will still need support
from the private sector. Packard's
proposal relates mainly to the produc-
tion of 81C55-grant planes. The total
cost of the 81055 and their spare parts
was initially $3.7 billion. Thirty C55 have
been delivered to the Air Force at a cost
of $2.6 billion.
The target price for 115 of the giant
planes was $1.9 billion with a ceiling
A point
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
PANTHER PUFFS
The Black community of
Memphis has mixed emotions
about the local chapter of
the Black Panters. There is
basic understanding of the
young black organization's
desire to help helpless black
mothers and little black
children who had been
rendered homeless.
Their display of reckless
bravery in the face of in-
surmountable odds was a
dramatic lift to the morale
of blacks everywhere. Our
greatest racial need is for
courageous black men who
dedicate themselves to free-
dom and progress for all of
us.
But on the other hand the
majority of black Memphians
who are prone to face facts
and see it like it is, feel
that the local Black Pan-
thers, like their fellow mem-
bers over most of the na-
tion, have made and are
making some tragic errors.
Some example, some ques-
tions are saying they should
not have taken loaded guns
and other weapons with
them when they set out to
protect the displaced fami-
lies who moved into those
unoccupied apartments in
South Memphis.
They may have been
price of $2.5 billion. Don Winter. Atlan-
ta Journal Washington Correspondence,
writes that "The initial target price
for 115 of the giant planes was 1.9 b i I-
lion, with a ceiling price of $2.5 billion.
Thus the 'cost growth' amounts to a
minimum of $1.2 billion for 34 fewer
planes than originally specified."
If Lockheed had been under Ne-
groes with such miscalculation as to
cost, it would have been mismanage-
ment. based on race. In this case, t h e
miscalculation was inevitable since, the
Lockheed management is white. The
government will bail Lockheed out be-
cause the government needs Lockheed
in the production of instruments of war.
If there were mismanagement at Lock-
heed it will be forgiven.
of view
much more effective if they
had accompanied the home-
less women and children . . .
unarmed. Their very pres-
ence in the role they were
taking as protectors, sym-
pathizers, and supporters,
would have been possibly
more effective in enlisting
the interesting and active
concern of the other citizens
of the community.
Then too, a mistake was
made by somebody in leav-
ing those families without
homes. The Black Panthers
were willing to do all they
could to help those people.
These people needed help
and protection. The Panthers
were willing to try to do
something effective. N o
other organization in the
community had- given any
nubile and tangible indication
that it was ever willing to
try.
Before joining in the con-
demnation of the Panthers,
it might be well to seek to
understand what moved
them. Also, it is only fair to
commend the Memphis Po-
lice officials charged with
handling the situation set pp
by the Panthers. The officers
kept their "cool". The entire
community should be glad.
In the meantime, more lead-
ership is needed in higher
places.
Letters to the EDITOR
Zelda Winters Mon. Jan. 25
Tag Letter Tri State
Dear Editor,
I only have one small
comment on two articles
published in your Jan. 16,
1971 issue: "Angela: I'm vic-
tim of political frameup"
and "An experiment in South
Africa."
First about Angels! It Per-
turbs me when reading ar-
ticles about Angela, because
everyone refers to her as
"Black Militant Angela Da-
vis." And it saddens me
more to read it in your pa-
per, because I know you
are only mimicking Euro-
pean America. I know you
recommend to you, that your
future Angela articles refer
to her as "Miss Angela Da-
vis, Brilliant Black Philoso-
phy Scholar."
Polaroid's " An experi-
ment In South Africa." I
surely hope that you under-
stand as well as Polaroid
does that. they, Polaroid is
playing a gigantic con game
on Black people. Polaroid
knows, I know and you
should know, that what they
propose to do in South Africa
is very definitely against
that country's law. Apar-
theid is South Africa! Any-
one or thing attempting to
Change that fact will be in
trouble. You must under-
stand that South Africa
broke with Greet Britain
over the same issue! Now,
if they broke with Great Bri-
e fain, their motherland, imag-
ine what they'll do to.Polar-
old.
You most likely made
money by publishing this
full page ad but understand,
you have assisted Polaroid
in misleading many uninfor-
med Black people.
Yours truly,
MAYNARD JORDAN, III
Vandenberg AFB. Calif.
NAACP gets in the act
in Rhodesia's racial fight
By AUDREY WEAVER
While native blacks in Rhodesia live
in abject poverty and hovels and there
arE no reform programs in the works
to improve their condition, the white
government is offering newly-developed
farms with swank houses to white Euro-
peans who will settle in the country.
Rhodesia is following in the footsteps
of South Africa since it broke off from
Great Britain some six years ago. Every
few months the blacks are slapped with
a new law which puts them further and
further in the mire. In addition to eco-
nomic measures taken against t he m,
the new racist government this month
informed the churches that they no
longer could have racially mixed con-
gregations or racially mixed parochial
schools.
lb their credit both the Catholic and
Protestant faiths are fighting this, but it
seems to be a losing battle.
In the matter of this farm offer
to attract European settlers, the govern-
ment wants to increase the white popu-
lation to a large exent because the
blacks outnumber them — of the 4 mil-
lion plus residents. only 300,000 are
white. And the offer is lovely — each
settler will be given a good house a n d
electric power on irrigated land which
will have an extra 100 acres of undevel-
oped land to accommodate farm labor.
The farms vary from 300 to 400 acres
each and if the settlers turn out okay,
they will be able to get long leases or
permission to buy the land. The latter
privilege is denied blacks and it is their
native land.
Blacks have only the poorest land on
which to exist and it is said that the
great enemy of African children in
Rhodesia is malnutrition. Yet outside
settlers are to be given choice plots on
which to farm and modern houses in
which to live. Thousands and thousands
of blacks live in ciumbling huts which
the government has promised over t h e
years to demolish, but has never gotten
around to it.
As far back as 1963 blacks were
promised better quarters to replace the
unsafe, germ-ridden shacks. They a re
still there. Ah, but the government has
constructed those nice, prett y, clean
places for whites who haven't even ar-
rived as yet.
It is always a deep mystery it o w
those millions of blacks let the whites
My line: Education
take all of the best land from t it a m:
gain such tremendous power over them
and relegate them to the worst jobs in
the nation at the lowest possible pay. In
their own land, they are treated worst
than strangers even being barred from
living in the ultra-m odern cities, al-
though they work in them. But the sad-
dest thing is that they must look to the
Red Cross for high-protein food to feed
their children and instead of getting bet-
ter, things are getting worse.
While things are really tough on the
blacks, the Asians and coloureds are
getting the short end of a stick and are
balking. The racist government is about
to enact a law which would force
them to move out of white suburbs.
Blacks haven't been allowed to live in
white areas at any time.
Getting all non-whites out of white
areas is being spurred by white extrem-
ists, particularly those who live in the
poorer areas and are witnessing a great-
er influx of nonwhites. They claim the
non-whites are causing the property
values to be lowered.
The Asian group in its protest to the
government is backed by the National
Association of Colored People there.
They told the administration that such
a law would be radically discriminatory
and contrary to the just aspirations of
all colored and Asian pepole, and it
would increase the ever mounting ra-
cial friction.
Under the proposed law the white
suburbs could evict all persons of mixed
race and Orientals from their communi-
ty and only whites would be permitted
to move into the empty properties. Offi-
cials in Rhodesia's second largest c it y,
Bulawayao have already said it would
cost them too much to buy the non-
whites property much less try to find
other areas for them to move into. None-
theless, the national government is ex-
pected to pass the measure because
that's the way things are in
South Africa, and Prime Minister Ian D.
Smith is a lover of South Africa's Apar-
theid policy.
There's no such thing as racial jus-
tice in either S. Africa or Rhodesia, but
one cynical Rhodesian chap says that
when the blacks take over the country,
they are going to ampose all of those ex-
isting unfair laws on the whites who are
left.
Teachers union procedure
deters black education
By DAVID HARRISON
Our previous examinations of the
role of the Chicago Teachers Union
(CTU), have maintained that the philos-
ophy of the union in regard to blacks
-and black education is based upon
mythical educational assumptions which
operate to the detriment of black educa-
tion rather than to its benefit.
The first myth is that lowered class
size will automatically mean improved
educative quality. The second myth is
that in order to bring about further im-
provement, vast amounts of funds must
be spent upon equally vast numbers of
programs.
The realities of these myths are:
One, in order for whites assigned to
teaching posts in black schools to feel
compensated for their discomfort, they
must be subjected to fewer discomforting
objects hence lowered class size. The
second is that the existence of the black
reservation creates jobs for European-
Americans. They work as wrecking con-
tractors, surveyors, city planners, build-
ing contractors, trade labor unionists,
and of course, politicians. This is why
Bridgeport and Arlington Heights and
Matteson don't object to urban renewal,
slum clearance and Model Cities.
In short, blacks supply them with
reasons for make-work projects a n d
creation of mediums for money exhanges
and huge profits, while at the same time
blacks are systematically excluded from
the design and participation stage. When
it comes to the Teachers Union's turn
to g e t on the make-work, it's called
"READ — READING — getting and giv-
ing meaning via the printed or written
word; ENVIRONMENT — getting satis-
faction via the surroundings; AND DE-
VELOPMENT — getting someplace as a
person, as a living, breathing, feeling,
thinking, personal power."
In the Principals Reporter, a publica-
tion of the Principals Club, Gerald O'Con-
nor speaks about READ. Of course he'll
speak positively because he's a principal
of a school where the program has been
located.
O'Connor calls READ, "The new look
in learning." I would call READ the
same old game — more money and more
jobs for whites.
According to O'Connor, READ has
been given $1,200,000 annually for the
three years — which amounts to about
9360,000 p e r school. Rather than the
amount of money, its the percentages of
how the money was spent which is most
revealing: Educational staff in-service —
9.17%; Additional professional staff —
43.00%; In-service for paraprofessionals
— 3.33%. Additional paraprofessionals —
17.50%; Supplies — 9.00%; Services —
2.00%; EquiPment — 12.00%; and Central
Office — 5.00%.
In bow many of the above categories
were the students directly alluded to? In
how many were black persons alluded to?
O'Connor charging "ethnic represen-
tation," writes, "Each school substantial-
ly represents one of three rather sizable
ethnic groups in the total urban popula-
tion: Appalachians at Goudy, Mexicans
St Seward, and blacks at Yale.
"The committee studied the common
concerns of the three schools and the
specific needs of each," he added. T h e
committee he refers to is a combination
formed to design and conduct the three
school experiment. The ethnic representa-
tion seems rather one-sided, it u t you
judge for yourself.
The committee included principals of
the three schools, Thomas McDonald,
Roger Vernon, and Gerald O'Connor, plus
a City-wide coordinator, Frederica Sunar.
Other members included an associate
superintendent, Evelyn Carlson, three dis
trict superintendents: Dr. John Byrne,
Dr. Dorothy Sauer, and Dr. Otho Robin-
son; three union officials: Vivian Galla-
gher, Jacqueline Vaughn, a n d Robert
Healey; and three teachers: John Kosat-
kis, Catherine Fish, and Ruth Lewis.
I estimate three blacks, a whole host
of whites, and possible one Mexican-
American. Only the blind could fail to see
why the union promotes the READ pro-
gram.
With the teacher strike now history,
many have charged failure and insensi-
tivity by the union as regards the needs
of black schools and black children. I am
not really condemning the union for what
it is or for what it has done or even for
what it has failed to do . . . Rather, I
think we as Black people should recognize
the union for what it is and begin to think
in the direction of creating some force or
body to neutralize the damaging effects
of continued neglect of Black needs..
The union is what it is: an-organiza-
tion for the 'protection and security of
white jobs, white money making oppor-
tunities, and continued white domination
of Black schools. Their decisions will be
based upon rationales that will lead to
successful implementation of these
various securities.
Illustrated in the final negotiations
this past week, is a model of exclusion
that no Black person, teacher or non-
teacher, student or non
-student, parent or
non
-parent can afford to overlook. Or
maybe you expected a favorable decision
to come out of that meeting room where-
in sat Mayor Richard Daley, Superintend-
ent James Redmond, Union President
John Desmond, Board of Education Presi-
dent John Carey, and Board of Education
negotiator Marge Wild. Come on, brother,
ain't no way in the world that five Irish
Catholics are going to s it behind locked
doors and come out with a decision favor-
able to the Black majority outside and
"behind" the door — (or doors, gates,
barriers, buttresses, walls, fences,
dikes, obstacles, jmpedlments, qualifica-
tions, requtremenks, quotas. and certain
so-called Black leaders)
1
"a-40-11L-114.
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WDIA SEARS TOY SWEEPSTAKES —
The recent WDIA - Sears Toy Sweepstakes
Promotion sponsored jointly by t h e Radio
Station and Sears - Reobuck was not only
very succesful but one of the happiest and
most rewarding Promotions ever for both
organization Listeners to WDIA were asked
to drop by Sears Stores and fill in entry
blanks for their favorite youngster. These
were dropped in a box at each store and all
were picket up and brought to WDIA after
store closing hours on December 14th. Then
all day on December 15th eager youngsters
listened for their names to be called. Forty
Break
DEFENDER Page 7
of these lucky youngsters, together with
their parents, assembled at Sears Crosstown
Store on Sunday night, December 20th. Each
youngster had 3 minutes to go through the
Sears Toy dept. and pick out his favorite
Toy. WDIA Staff members and Sears Staff
members were present to assist these young
people and it is hard to tell who had t h e
most fun the young prize winners or their
grown-up assistants. More than 7,000 entries
were collected during the brief Promotion.
Flanking one young hopeful here are Rufus
"walking the Dog" Thomas and Lee Arm-
strong, disc jockeys at Radio Station WDIA.
the KOK
MEMORY BANK
and collect
$134 in cash
and 25
of America's
top LPs
Established company has immediate opening for
man, executive type. Prefer some college, mar-
ried, 25-45. Excellent fringe benefits. Good op-
portunities for advancement. Salary open.
Call Mr. Watkins at 276-2793 mornings after 9:00 Week-
ends & nights 276-9091.
•
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300
rgalPsislasIsla4P41.4040•110.40.404.4••
•
•
0 If You Have Any Trouble What so
6 In Getting Driver license
6
LEARN TO DRIVE ,
•
ever •
•
Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
1-0 sophomore
ranked sixth
for rebounds
Charles Edge, the 6-6 Le-
Moyne-Owen so p ho m ore
center from Detroit, has
been ranked No. 6 by NCAA
ie individual rebounding in
the national college division.
He was rated seventh in the
same department by NAIA.
Both sheets, based on 10
games, showed the 200-pound
Edge with 195 rebounds and
ain overall average of 19.5.
Edge also was rated 10th
by NCAA in individual field
goal percentage. Based on
10 games. the sheet showed
102 field goals out of 159 at-
tempts with an average of
.642.
Edge was named to the
Volunteer State Athletic Con-
ference all-tournament team
last year.
LeMoyne-Owen was rated
No. 2 in team rebounding
by NAIA with a .687 figure.
The Magiciaus were rank-
ed ninth (.537) by NCAA in
field goal shooting and 16th
by NAIA.
In team offense, the Ma-
gicians were ranked 13th
(98.0) by NCAA and 14th by
NAIA.
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
.,HERE FOLKS LIKE YOil
GET PREFERENTIAL
SER VICE
Atlanta Life employees
'Happy Birthday Col. Lee
The Personnel of the Mem-
phis, Tennessee District of
the Atlanta Life Insurance
Company arid friends of the •
honoree, Colonel Geo. W.
Lee of Memphis and vicinity,
seized upon the natal day of
the sage of Beale Street to
pay signal recognition to
"Lieutenant" Geo. W. Lee,
while at the same time
witness the inductioo of the
new Memphis District Man-
ager, son-in-law of Colonel
Lee, Cleveland Robinson,
who, it is predicted, will
guide the Atlanta Life Meni-
phis District to greater
heights than ever known on
the colorful Beale Street
District.
Colonel Geo. W. Lee
(Christened George Wash-
ington) Lee was born in
a Share Cropper's shack
near the bank of a muddy
river in Indianola, Missit-
slope
Astrologically s p ea king,
Mr. Lee was born under the
Zodiac Birth sign Capri-
corn, d e n oting Courage,
Aggressiveness, Durability
and Tenacity, which Mr. Lee,
has plenty of."
Even though having been
ambitious on his own birth
right, the Colonel could have
been imbued and inspired
by many other historical and
unusual occurrences in Jan-
uary as well as many great
Americans, who were born
in the month of Janus.
His mind waxed strong
like the swift current of his
boyhood swimming ho 1 e.
After more than half a cen-
tury his brilliant mind is
still as clear as the water
of an "English Spring."
Colonel Lee . moved .to
Memphis from Indianola
Mississippi, at the age of
seventeen, worked his way
through college as a bell-
hop. Durg World War I, he
served as a 1st Lieutenant
of the Infantry, participat-
ing in active combat. He cast
his lot with Atlanta Life in
1924 after having had ex-
perience in the Insurance
Industry in Mississippi. He
was appointed Manager of
the Memphis District, a posi-
tion he held for more than
43 years.
At one time during his
tenure as manager, he could
boast of having more busi-
ness on the streets of Mem-
phis than there was in any
city in which Allanta Life
Operated. During the early
years of Colonel Lee's Dis-
trict Management, the Mem-
phis District served as a
training unit for young Neo-
phyte recruits who trained a.-
District M a n ager, Flee!
Auditors, Special Team Ci
tains, and Claim Adjustei
From his position as De
trict Manager, Colonel le,
was elected to the Board of
Directors under the Pres,
dency of the Founder, A.F
Herndon, and was pro-
moted to 3rd Vice President
of the Company. under the
PresVency of the Compane's
gglimmtmeigolegelm
FOR-SALE BY
U. S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
690 North 6th Street $2,500
11 rooms, 4 baths, FR ALL CASH
2935 Brewer $10,950
6 rooms, 1 bath, As/S $250 Down
524 Cambridge Ave. $9,950
.5 rooms I bath, FR $250 Down
1752 Carlyle 516,950
6 rooms, 2 batiu, BV/FR No Down
Payment
2686 Donna $10,950
4 rooms, 1 bath Asb $250 Down
633 Keel Avenue $10,250
grooms 2 baths FR/W/S
No Down Payment
1798 Kendale $14,250
11 rooms, AS bath, Stucco
$250 Down
4606 Percy Road $10,150
5 rooms, 1 bath. By 5150.00
3384 Rochester $10,750
4 rooms I bath, Asb No Down
Payment
NO' DISCRIMINATION
-
ANYZIENWIFY.
ALL WHO COME HERE WILL BE HAPPY, LUCKY AND SUCCESSFUL
LOOK FOR THE
HAND SIGN
SISTER RUBY
FORTUNE TELLER
'OPEN DAILY 8:00 IN-THE MORNING Til 10:00 IN THE EVENING
(INCLUDING SUNDAYS)
PHONE 327-6097
SISTER' RUBY does not ask you who you are, she tells you who you
are and. for what you ,came. She tells you how to be what you want
to be. Are you a person who at times appears to be affected by bad
surroundings? Are you' touched by evil hands? Do you fear desease?
Do you give up in despair? Does persistent bad • luck follow you?
Spells Unnaturel Conditions and Evil Influences of all kinds can be
overcome by getting advice and aid from a reliable adviser who bears
a reputation for her honesty and integrity. She CAN and WILL HELP
YOU. If you are worried, come at once in person. No problem in too
great for this Medium. -
2403 LAMA R AVENUE MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
If you don't have a car take the No. 5 Lamar Bea. h will take- you
to her door.
first officer, Dr. N. B. Hen-
don.
Colonel Lee currently serv-
es' as Senior Vice President
and Editor of the "Vision"
a Company Quarterly, the
Official Publication of the
Atlanta Life Insurance Com-
pany. He is Vice President
of the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis, Grand Commie-
sionel-
 of Education for the
Improved Benevolent Pro-
tective Order of Elks of the
World, Member of the Port
and Harbor Commission of
the City of Memphis, mem-
ber of the East Trigg Bap-
tist Ohurch, and, member
of Omega Psi Phi Fraterni-
ty.
Through the years. Senior
Vice President Lee has been
known as Lieutenant Lee
"The Sage of Beale Street."
In May 1967, the Governor
of Tennessee commissioned
him a Colonel oil his staff,
thus the rank of Lieutenant
that he has worn so proudly
abroad and for so long in
the U. S. A., as finally
discarded. The C olonel,
never-the-less, lends a re-
sponsive ear to the cog-
nomen "Lieutenant" a n
earned designation through
service on the battlefields
of France and Germany.
Senior Vice President Lee,
during his interesting and
varied career, is one of the
most widely known and
sought after men of Color,
because of his early interest
and ability in Political and
Civic Affairs. He served his
Political Apprenticeship
under the late Robert (Bob)
Church and replaced Mr.
Church as the most influenti-
al Negro in the Repbulican
Party.
The only named Post Of-
fice in America, bearing
the name of a black man is
the ''Geo. W. Lee Station."
a very distinct honor to his
character and astuteness..
Senior Vice President Lee
is well known in Literary
circles. He has written three
books which have been on
the best seller list, "River
George" a semi autobiogra-
phy of his life, "Beale Street
at Sun Down" and his book
of the month selection Beale
Street Where the Blues Be-
gan, a history of the famous
street which has been the
center of Negro Culture and
Society in the South, and
where the Statue of the fam-
ous "Blues" Musician Handy
was erected through the
effort, guidance and dog-
matic perseverance of Co-
lonel Lee.
The "Red Carpet" Natal
Day Program included dis-
tinguished p e r sonnet as
Messrs. Turner: County Rep-
resentative, Maceo Walker,
President, Universal Life
Insurance Company, Dr. W.
H. T. Brewster, Minister,
Dr. A. E. Campbell, Messrs.
Burt Batees, and Judge Har-
ry W. WeWord, all of Mem-
phis; Messrs'. L. J. Gunn,
CLU, Cice President-Direc-
tor of Agencies, N. K. Mc-
Millan. area Director for
the States of Kansas, Mis-
souri, and Tennessee. Chas,
W. Greene, Vice President,
Director of Public Relations,
along with numerous friends
locally and points out of the
city.
Coca-Cola International
presented a plaque to Colo-
nel Lee, honoring his work
as Grand Conimissioner of
the Department of Education
for Negro Elks of the World,
for heading a department
that raised four million dol-
lars in the last 40 years to
extend scholarships to 2500
students, both black and
white. Among these stu-
dents were Dr. Martin Luther
King, James Fernier who
was head of the Department
of Health, Education, and
Welfare under the Nixon
Administration, Dorothy
Height. President of the
National Negro Women's
Club of America, Joseph
Waddy, 'Federal Judge in
the District of Columbia,
Keeslar H. Montgomery.
ettornere Gener la I of
Massachusetts, Constance
Baker Motley, U. S. Federal
Judge, Norman Carey
Amaker, member o f Legal
Defense Fund of NAACP,
Dr. LeRoy Weekes, mem-
ber of the Board of Exami-
ners for State of California,
and William Lissenmire a
white student who has serv-
ed as English tutor to the
brother of King Saud of,
Arabia. There have been
more then 15 students of the
Memphis area who grad-
uated on Elks Scholarships.
Most Miami area
schools integrated
MIAMI —According to a
report released last week, by
the Dade School Board most
of the students in the Miami
area are in mused schools.
The report shows that more
than 85 per cent of Dade
County's 239,000 public school
students are curreatly enroll-
ed in desegregated schools.
There are 229 schools in
the system, and 190 of them
are con.sidered desegregated,
compared with 1.60 last year.
"Desegregated" is the term
used in the report. It refers
to any mix of black and
white students, regardless of
the numbers.
The statistics, therefore. in-
clude such schools as Hialeah
High, where six blacks are
among 4,523 students.
AIRMAN JAMES R. Rey-
nolds, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Percine Reynolds of 1530
Pendleton. Memphis, has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex., and is
assigned to Chanute AFB,
Ill., for training as a survi-
val equipment specialist.
He is a 1970 graduate of
Melrose High School.
•
AIRMAN CHAHLEs S.
Boose, son of Mn, and Mrs.
Charles Sutton of 217 Char-
ter rd., Memphis, has re-
ceived his first U.S. Air
Force duty assignment af-
ter completing basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex.,
and is assigned to a unit of
the Tactical Air Command
at Cannon AFB, N.M., as a
security policeman. He is a
1970 graduate of Geeter High
School.
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN) EAST
501 4 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2  PI Ipk1 CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity'
Fresh ground HAMBURGER
Saciamento California
3-Limit
46 or, Can
Tomatoe Juice 25c
31b. pkg. or more
in 550
fir-e€ce
• hi Hy ad effective noon, Jen. Ste. midnight thru
• Sid re,c.., the right to Inns( quantities. None
sold to dealefs.
Hunt's
Pears Halves 29 or. can 390
Fred Mantes' Bread Ready to 8 or.
)1, Bake 6-Limit
Biscuits 6 /394
Sacramento
Tomato
Sauce
SALT
MEAT
lust cut Lb. 21c
cente I et, I Lb. 35*
—1 806, 6-Limit3/25c
Lady Betty
Prune Juice Qt, 45C
Van Camp
, Pork & Beans 16 or. 2/39c
Riceland Plump Tender Grain
Rice 1 lb. Bag. 2 /2 5
Fred Montesi Country Style
Pork
Sausage
21h. bag. 69C
Hunt's Solid Pack
Tomatoes 28 or, Can 29*
Sacramento 3 Limit
Halves or Slices
Peaches 29 or. Can 250
Fred Montesi:
Sandwich
Bread 24 or. Loaf 22c
Fred Montesi
Franks
lb. 624
Del-Monte Green
Whole
Green Beans 17 oz. Can 28*
Hainz
Soup
Chicken Noodle or Chicken w/Rice
10Y2oz. 2/290
Stokeley's Finest Unsweetened
Grapefruit 46 or.
Juice 3/1.00
WILSON'S
Chiller
lings
10 Lb. Pail 2.99
Dixie Dandy
Yams
Cut & Whole
29 or, Can 250
Maxwell House
1-LB. Can 890
Coffee 2 Lb Can 1.77
Ham
Slices
Center Cut lb. 89 f0
Pride of Illinois
Corn
Cream Style, Golden or White
17 or. Can 2/410
4 pkg.
limit
Fred Montesi
Sliced
Bacon
Thick or reg. lb. 4 8 e
21b. pkg. 94C
Fresh Pork
Chops
1st cut 49C
75Ccenter cut
Domino or Godchaux
Sugar L
Lb Bag
Gravy Train
Dog Food 5 Lb. Bag. 790
SAVE 'FRED MONTESl_i 
Dbmino or Godchaux
Sugar
5 Lb. Bag 9
411
!".
!le
;al
4410.011101111)1PAPA
With this coupon and 5.00 additional fur
chase excluding value of coupon merchan-
dise (fresh milk products anti-Freeze and
tobacco excluded In compliance with state
law). Coupon aspires noon. Feb. 3rd
1971.
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By EMMA LEE LAWS
"Pride The man who
has not anything to boast of
but his illustrious ancestors
is like a potato  the
only good belonging to hint
is underground." Thomas
Overbury.
Coterie Circuit . . . . The
Rubaiyats, Inc., net at the
home of Anne (Mrs. AC.)
Curtis with Clara (Mrs.
Sylvester) o rd as co
hostesses tether night and
discussed plans for their
fashion show . . . ,The Now
Look" which will be Sunday
March 7, at 5 p. m. in the
Holiday Inn Dinner
Theater, 3728 Lamar AN e
nue.
Proceeds from the show
will benefit a very worth-
while project . . the trans-
nortation of the blind to
d ii It Basic Education
(lasses.
Prizes were won at the
m eetin g by Hazel (Mrs.
iled) Sims, Emma (Mrs.
Commodore) Primous, Nor-
ma Mimis, who is the new
President of the group.
gloria (Mrs. William) Ward.
havonia ( M r s. Clifford)
°cherry, and Jewel (Mrs.
tvory) walker, who were
all elated over the scarves.
Disposables:
:tew life style
A leading journal for phar-
macists, "American Drug-
gist." reports that "make it
do. use it up, do without"
has become an outmoded phi-
10soPhY. The new view is
"use it once and throw it
away." Disposable products
are often cheaper and health-
ier, and the list of available
items is constantly growing.
lingerie and jewelry which
they carted home.
Other members of the
Rubaiyats are Lois ( Mrs
Clifford) Stockton, Perry,
(Mrs. Harper) Brewer, Otis
(Mrs. Carole) Higgs, Lorene
(Mrs. Isom) Buford. Done
Buchanan, Carolyn (Mrs.
Alvin) King. Clara Parker.
Helen Green. and Betty
(Mrs. Elbert) Payne.
Lillian (Mrs. Melvin) Mats-
sey was hostess to the VIP
bridge club at her home
on S. Parkway East.
After satiating them -
selves with the steak dinner
the girls turned their atten-
tion tq the serious game of
bridge which won prizes of
linens for Earline (Mrs. Ro-
land) Mobley, Faye (Mrs.
Charles) Lewis. Marie (Mrs.
Aurilian) Jordan and Bet,
nice Fowler,whu was named
prexy of the group.
Other members of the
VIPs are Emma Jean
(Mrs. Carl) Stotts, Mary
Helen Ezelle, Beulah (Mrs.
Floyd) Preston, Velma Lois
Jones, and Emma Jean
Mrs. J,. T.) Turner. Sir
Stork . . . dropped off a
bundle of joy a. the home
of Ethel and Herman Mit-
chell in the person of
Bettise Sastrid who made
her appearance at Meth°.
dist Hospital.
Maternal grandparents are
Maple and Whittier Seng-
stacke with Helen and James
Mitchell the paternal grand-
parents. Mrs. Mitchell is the
President of the Porter PTA
and a member of the PTA
Council.
And the Tri-State Defender
Newspaper celebrated us
second brithday in the new
location on Calhoun recentls
with the presence of the
publisher . John Seng•
stacke on hand to • observe
the occasion
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Contempora
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY — The Res. and Mrs. Mertie (i.
,,eazey nere honored on their golden wedding anniversary
during, a dinner given for them by their children at the
Flame Restaurant rn January: 2. Seated from left are Mrs.
I.illian 'Voting. who was Mrs. Veazey's maid of honor 5()
Corning
presents
tableware
Two price specials on
White Coupe and White Nar-
row Rim Centura tableware
designs were offered this
tall by Corning Glass works.
In an era of color and de-
sign. all-white tableware has
assumed a noteworthy popu-
list ity. This is explained by
the ease with which the
homemaker can c hange
table ii nens and color
schemes as the occasion war-
rants, without concern for a
possible color clash with
the tableware. Corning said.
The Nov. 2-28 price specials
applied to five-piece place
settings and on new 45-piece
sets in each design. The
five-piece set includes 10. 8
5 8, and 6 5.8-inch plates,
the cup and the saucer,
priced at 88.88. Regular
price is $10.50. The 45-piece
set includes eight dinner
plates. salad plates, bread
and butter plates, saucers
and tall cups, plus one
serving bowl. one serving
platter and a sugar bowl
with lid and creamer, priced
at $95. a savings of nearly
S10.
Corning's two all-white
Centura tableware specials
were displayed at the Na-
tional Housewares Show.
Wigs by
MON-CLA IRE
Open Monday Thtu Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
Clearance Sale
Wash & Wear.
Tapered Wig 595
100% Human Hair
Tapered Wig 795
Afro Wigs
From 1695
BANK AMER CARD LAY- A. WAY MASTER CHARGE
.. ,
Expert Styling 350
14 North Mainmov,NsTALR:;)527-3619 
sears ago; the Rev. and Mrs. Veazey, the honorees, and
Mrs. Isaac Jolly, Mrs. Veasey's mother. Standing from left
are their four sons and two daughters, Erwin Veazey,
Mrs. Madison Shockley, the Rev. Carlton Veazey, Mrs.
George Greene, Weldon Veazey and Melvin Veazey.
Christmas-Chanukah party given
at the Dann's spacious
One guest at the l'anel of
American Wornen's Christ-
mas-Chanukah p arty re-
marked that "iioteresting
people. good music, the
proner setting, and delicious
Mad make an interesting
party."
. The ingredients were all
there with the Alex Dann's
palatial home on Green Mea-
dows Road as the setting.
toe-tapping soul and, jazz
music pouring from the
stereo, favored dishes pre-
pared by members topped
off with delectable grilled
steakburgers sauted i n
bourbon prepared by Alex
and a blend of interestmg
people who. are active in a
host of social, • civic, and po-
litical activities .n the com-
munity.
The party started at 7:30
and ended late with some
guests moving front the
sofas to kneel or sit on the
tlOor which added to the re-
laxed mood of the party.
Alex and. Mimi's home is
a study in antiques and oth-
er objet d art collected
by the Danns on trips
broad plus lovely crafts and
beautiful paintings done by
the Danns and local artists.
Adding to this were the un-
usual Christmas and Chanu-
kah decorations, the latter a
Jewish holiday which occur-
red this year at the same
time as Christmas.
I Assisting the Danns in re-
ceiving were Jocelyn and
Richard M'urzburg. JocelYn,
Household tip
For many families, winter
means a smelly garbage can
in the basement or braving
the cold to carry the garbage
outdoors. This problem is
tut to a minimum for fami-
lies with food waste dis-
posers, the Plumbing-Heat-
ing-Cooling In for mation
Bureau points out. The com-
pact appliance is installed
beneath the kitchen sink,
connected to the waste line.
To use, the homemaker puts
the garbage down the drain,
turns on the cold water and
flicks an electric switch on
the wall.
who is coordinator of the
panel, looked' like a movie
star in a sleek black crepe
jump suit accented with
jewels. Mimi was sporting
a beautiful metallic pant-
suit amid jeweled sandals, i
gift from her husband.
Some of the early arrivals
were Inez and James Boyd
and their guests Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Wilburn. Andy
and Urania Alissandratos,
Marilyn and Judge Bernie
Weinman. Sidney and Peggy
Evensky and Mary Collier
who was introducing her
guest Alteena Foster to Su-
san Mallory (Mrs. B. Lee
111) and her parents. the
Bob Hastings of California.
Bootsie Speight, arriving
with her husband Dr. Oscar,
laughingly noted -that this
almost seems planned" when
they arrived at the same
time as Harold and Pat
Shaw with their guests De-
nise and Bobby Welch, Floyd
and Mayola Killebrew (May-
ola glittering in a white
pantsuit shot with silver
threads) Orphelia and Dr.
Jimmy Byas and Rubye
Gadison.
home
Center of attention were
the Damns' handsome sons
home for the holidays from
Stanford and Cornell. Happy
and Frank Jones, Carole aad
Jim Blackburn, Kay and
'David Portman and Bernice
and Irby Cooper joined in
stimulating c Din v e rsation
with Councilman Fred Dayis
and his Josephine. Ann and
Robert Shafer, Mildred and
the Rev. Carl Ramsey. and
Frank and Janet McCor-
mick. Helen and Dr. Parks
Walker who brought their
houseguest, the Rev. and
Mrs. Bill Davis of Norfolk.
Va.
Stanley and Barbara Zit-
ron were having a ball and
she was beautiful in a black
crepe pantsuit dripping in
long fringe. Also there were
Jeanne and the Rev. Daley
Thompson. S i ster Cecile
Marie, Marcia and Bill Levy
and Judy and Fred Wimmer.
The children of panel
members. 3 to 11, also had
a holiday party ... at the
Imperial B owl ing Lane
where they enjoyed minia-
ture golf, ice cream and
cake and other goodies.
Friendly Club holds
year's first
The Business Men and
Women's Friendly Club held
its first meeting of the year
on Monday night, Jan. 8. in
the beautiful home of Mrs.
Alma Williams ofi- Clayton
ave., and the meeting open-
ed with a devotion with all
members 'taking part.
Following the devotion,
the president, Mrs. Spenser
Brooks, announced that the
meeting was open for busi-
ness. The first order of busi-
ness was the reading and
adoption of minutes and re-
ports of the various com-
mittees.
Thank You notes were re-
ceived and read from ten
families that, were given aid
during the Christmas season.
meeting
Expressions were given by
various members pledging
themselves to support the
club during 1971.
The highlight of the first
meeting was the talk given
by the second vice presi-
dent. Mrs. D. W. Bailey on
the subject, "The Art of
Getting Along." Mrs. Jose-
phine Williams was feted on
her birthday. The meeting
was closed with members
repeating the club pledge,
and all enjoyed a dinner of
turkey and all of the trim-
mings. Mrs. Azeleen Aus-
ton was co-hostess.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of the
Williams on Lyon ave.
HAD IT WITH HEAT-CURED TOBACCOS'?
Discover 100% fresh-air-cured tobaccos
only in new
MARYLAND 100's
America's first Made-for-Menthol blend
Golden anniversary T.
observed by Veazeys
T h e Flame Restaurant,
Outer Parkway at Riverside
blvd. was the scene of a gala
affair on January 2,, 1971.
A receiption in honor of
their parent's fiftieth wed-,
ding anniversary was given
by the sons and daughters of
Rev. and Mrs. Mertie G.
Veazey'.
The couple's six children,
most accompanied by their
spouses, were home for the
occasion. They are, Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Veasey, and Mr.
and Mrs. Weldon Veazey of
Chicago; Mrs. Madison T.
(Audrey) S ho ckley, Los
Angeles, California, Rev.
and Mrs. Carlton Veazey of
Washington, D. C.. Melvin
Veazey and Mr. and Mrs.
George (Geraldine)Greene
of Memphis.
Also present were Mrs.
Isaac Jolly, mother of Mts.
Veazey, Mrs. Bessie Taylor
of Los Angjeles, her sister,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Jolly, her brother and sister-
in-law; Rev. Veazey's sister
and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Henson, and his
brother Hubert H. Veazey.
Mrs. Lillian Young who
was Mrs. Veasey's maid of
honor, fifty years ago, was
on hand to help the couple
celebrate.
The children of the couple
•
presented them with
bands as a 6'ift, ark( 121k
eldest son and his' wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Erwin Veazey pre-
sented them with a set
gold plated silver waZ
Many other gifts and es*
gratulatory messages
received by the couple.
Rev. Veazey is a retired
Postman and many Po=
employees remember 19/D
as a champion for Hee*
cause of fair treatment 'M
equality of opportunity =
all employees of the Postai
Service. He was for assay
years an associated minlititr
at the Central Baptist Chtnt
where they are still now
bers.
.A.1011.
Keep, it cleeth
After a party, drop tictizoits
into a strainer and dip into
hot soa p or detergent
suds. Swish back and forth,
rinse, and dry. This pre-
vents losing elusive aanall
Consumer Tips
Fold chopped apples aiato
chunk style peanut butter.
Spread generously on but-
tered bread slices. Top with
crisp lettuce leaves.
TIPS ON
CAR CARE
Car Care For A Foggy Day
Here are a few basic guidelines on how to cope with the
hazards of driving in fog. Take them seriously and they can
help keep you out of the "body" shop—or, worse, the hospital,
Don't "overdrive" your sight zone. Overdriving means trav-
eling at such a speed that  
you can't avoid hitting a
stationary object —like a
stopped car—when it looms
out of the fog ahead. Test-
ing done by Cornell Aero-
nautical lab has shown that
the majority of motorists
have a tendency to overdrive
in dense fog. The cure here
is simple—cut down your
aPecd-
Another lifesaver — be
especially alert in fog condi-
tions. When the shadowy car
in front of you suddenly
stops, as little as 1.5 of a
second of reaction time can
be vital in preventing an ac-
cident. At 30 mph, using the
average motorist's reaction
time of 2.5 seconds, it takes
about 160 feet to stop from
the time a hazard is seert.
But, if you maintain an ex-
tra amount of vigilance, you
can get that time down to
1.5 seconds which, under the
conditions above, would
bring you to a stop in less
than 100 feet.
A point to remember here
is that in fog there is a good
chance the road will be wet
and slippery. B.F.Goodrich
car care specialists tell us
that under these conditions,
worn tires--with less than
1/16th of an inch of tread—
are a lot more likely to cause
a skid. The moral here is
that all the reaction time in
the world won't help if the
tires that you rely on to
bring you to a halt can't
gripI  the road properly.
 one of lights ie also
Grob This Opportunity to
EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY
lowiliwess
oxporiewe esinot will
b• et lifeltee keefit.
important in fog. One good
way of deciding which lights
to use is to observe the effect
other cars' lights have on'
what you see. For example,
if the high beams of an on-
coming car blind you, you
know you'd better make do
with your own low beams.
In fact, the high beam but-.
ton is always better left
alone in fog. High beams
tend to light up the fog, cre-
ating even more of a visibil-
ity problem than the one
that may already exist.
If you should have an ac-
cident and your car is not
totally disabled, pull off the
road as far as possible to
avoid creating a hazard foe'
9ther drivers. If your car is
disabled and must be left Ott'
the road, leave on its lights
and four-way flashers, if
you've got them. Don't stay,
with the car yourself —it
could turn into a death tra-9,.
Of course, if you have ne-
glected your car's lighting,
you increase your chances of
having an accident or causa
ing one—in fog or sunshine!
A simple, occasional check -
of your lights can insure that
this doesn't happen to you.'
The important thing to re-
member is that it doesn't
matter how alert or how:
good a driver you are if the
car you are driving has been
neglected. In that event,
you'll probably be unsafe is
any weathe .
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_
ss ,YEARS TOGETHER — Mr. and Mrs. Jim Beatty of 355.
U.S. Lauderdale prepare to eta the cake during a celebra-
tion-held for them in honor of their 55th wedding anniver•
sexy held on Sunday, January 17, at the 1.elia Walker Club-
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Beatty
of '355-H S. Lauderdale st.
celebrated their 55th wed-
ding anniversary on Sunday,
Jan. 17, at the Lelia Walker
Clubhouse, and among the
many guests were their
minister and his wife. the
Rev. and Mrs. J.E. Backus,
anC Mrs. Katie D. Currie,
worthy counselor of the Or-
der of Colanthe.
Mrs. Beatty is a member
of the Naomi Court No. 5 of
the-Order of Colanthe.
The Beatty's were married
Jan. 15, 1915, in Earle, Ark.,
and are the parents of two
sons, Berdel Beatty of Co-
lumbus, Ohio and Joseph
Beatty of Memphis.
The senior Mr. Beatty is
retired from the Missouri
Pacific Railroad. They are
members of the Baptist
church.
They like to travel and
Mrs. Beatty is fond of
flowers, entertaining and is
PEOPLE
PLACES &
THINGS,
lir.O:NEDY DEMOCRATIC
ORGANIZATION OFFERS
.EREE INCOME TAX
SERVICE
The Kennedy Deinocoitie
Organv.ation will offer free
Income Tax Service for per-
sons with incomes of $5,000
Of less. Mr. Davis Elion, Jr
1St cicc-presidant of the club
wfd be in charge of filling
omit -the forms. Call or Mile
hi, Morris Barber S h ii p
1259 N. Evergreen.
Father William Carpouter
of. St. Anthony installed the
nety_nfficers for 1971. Meet-
ings are held each month ,o
Sf.-Aathony, 1100 Vollintine
Ent 1971 the club proposes
an' all out voter registration
diive and to get all 18 year l
oW_Ln their community reg-
istered. They plan to work
in :each ward and Precinct
te, on ake sure voters have
changed their addresses mod
are' ready to vote in the
nen: election.
-Memorial Service was held,
by the members of the or- I
ganization for Mrs. Katie
Sexton. Mrs. Sexton, w
died a year ago this month,
was one of the fouoders of
the club. Mr. Charlie Morn'-,
Sr:president and Mrs. Al
ma:"Morris, reporter.
Alfred Baker Lewis, Na-
tiogl r ea surer of the
NAstOP will be in Memphis
on *Itinuary 29. His schedule
for, the date will include vi-,
sits--to local college campus-
es ;,,Ivhere he will speak to
student groups, a press con-
fereInce at the NAACP•office
to 'Aehich representatives of
thee news media are invited
amt, a speaking engagement
follttwed by a reception fel
members and friends of
iheZdemphis Branch at 8:00
13.4^, at North Carolina Mu-
W. Life Insurance Compa-
ny,571 Vance ave.
'the public is invited.
* * *
: TRINITY C. M. E.
MALE CHORUS OBSERVES
: ANNUAL DAY
Trinity C. M.. E. Male
Choms, 6.50 Wells ave., ob
serves it's Annual Day on
Suitday, Jan. 31. at ".r" n.m.
MuNc will be furnished by
eighteen (.181 of the citY's
beat known Male Choruses.
A 110r•ri-s. t 're is in store
for -everyone. The public is
invff4d, go come and help
us ce,0brate this day as we
plan a spiritual feast and a
fine fellowship.
Bro. M. R. Davis, Presi-
dent, Bro. Moses Bridges,
Prograrti Chairman, M r a
Imogene Hill, Pianist a n d
Directress. Bro, Merman T.
Smith, Po hli c Relations,
Rev, William Smith, Mini-
ster.
DEFENDER
elet*
house. The couple was wed on January 15, 1915, at Earle,
Ark. Flanking them here are a son, Joseph Beatty of
Memphis, and at right, Mrs. Susie Robertson, sister of Mrs.
11,atty. (Winters Photo)
Guidance counselor
visits air academy
U.S. AIR FORCE ACADE-
MY, Colo. — Joyce M. Black-
mon, a guidance counselor at
Southside High School in
Memphis, was a recent vim-
tor at the Air Force Acade-.
my as part of the 1970-71
Academy Edueator Orient.'
tion Program.
Mrs. Blackmon lives
1630 Westlawn dr. in Mein
phis.
She attended briefings on
the Academy's mission, ad-
missions procedures and re-
quirements. counseling serv-
ices available to cadets. 1
curriculum and intramural
and intercollegiate activities.
A tour of the academy's
18.000-acre campus, located
at the foot of the Rocky I
Mountains, included such
outstanding figures as the
cadet academic complex.
athletic field house, visitor
center and museum and the
famous Cadet Chapel.
Purpose of the orientation
is to provide academicians
with the necessary back-
ground information to coun-
sel prospective cadet candi-
dates on the academy's
mission and its academic.
military, airmanship and
athletic programs, These
AL CHYMIA TEMPLE
PRESENTS 29th ANNUAL
FEBRUARY 10th thru FEBRUARY 14th. 1911
Produced By ...
\ CAUL
INTERNATIONAL
3-RING
;13 1117IT'
spectacular
Again This Year Al
Chymia Temple Will
Invite All The Under-
privileged Children And
Shut-Ins In The Mid-South
Area As Our Guests.
11
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programs, are designed t
train young men for wader-
ship as officers in the U.S.
Air Force.
By CARLOTTA WATSON,
Counselor
MUSING: Let us use the
unique opportunity of living
in these times ,to bring to
mankind the precious gift of
peace.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I try
hard to get with my teenage
girls. I want them to accept
file. I tty to talk their
language. But they* still seem
distant. I help with parties,
do all the serving; but after
they have eaten, I sense the
feeling that they want me to
leave. I am attractive and
dress well, in fact, I look
like a teenager when it
comes to shape. What can
I do? Worried Mother.
Dear Worried Mother: It
probably has not occurred to
you that teenagers, do not
want "teen-age" mothers.
Children are childish', and
therefore adults must be
adultish. Teenagers deliber-
ately adopt a style of lan-
guage and dress that is dif-
ferent from ours. ,
When we try to imitate
their style, we only force
them into further opposition.
Have you ever thought of
this?
An adult does not need to
be a child to be accepted. I
know a young teenager who
is very unhappy because her
mother wears her clothes
better than she does. She has
said that her mother is try-
ing to compete with her.
I suggest that you dress
well, look like mother,
act like a mother, talk like a
mother, and I feel that your
daughter will be happier and
her friends will admire you.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I get
nervous when I (ilk to my
daughter. She in turn seems
to resent this. What can I
do. How can I help with her
problems? Mother.
YWCA plans teenage
leadership
A unique program to de-
velop teen-age leaders will
start on Monday, Feb. 1, and
last through May 24.
The weekly leadership pro-
gram will involve 13 to 17
year old girls selected on
the basis of leadership po-
tential. The course, at the
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA,
How we got the #72.95:
Base Car (2-Door Coupe)
Comparable Engine
Horsepower
White Sidewall Tires
Wheel Ornamentation
TOTAL
Difference
Duster Vega
$2313.00* $2197.00*
- $ 42.35
(125 hp std.) (110 hp opt.)
$ 26.85 $ 26.20
$ 25.15 $ 26.50
(Cowers) (Trim Rings)
$2365.001 $2292.05*
$ 72.95*
Now that you know how we got the $72.95'
we'll tell you what you get for it.
Duster.
The big difference in small cars.
We introduced Duster as the best transporta-
tion bargain in America. It still is. We designed
Duster to be America's "small-enough-but-
big-enough" car. It still is.
Small enough for easy handling in city traffic.
Big enough for stability on the open highway.
Small enough to. give you great gas mileage.
Big enough to give you a little more power
than other small cars' smaller engines. Plus,
you get the smoothness of a Six compared to
Vega's four-cylinder engine. So before you
buy a Vega, or any small car, look at our small
car. Duster. The big difference in small cars.
WY...84-ff!
program
1044 Mississippi blvd., will
help the girls to develop
self-confidence and leader-
ship in order to aid them-
selves and other members
of the community to become
better citizens.
Authorities from a variety
of fields have been recruited
to participate in the ses-
APPRECIATED — Mrs. Frances Tharpe has received I"'
letter recently from IL C. Hardy of the Office of Contintilnir';
Education and Extension and Field Service at Tennessee -
State University honoring and congratulating her for having"'
"piloted a great voyage in the field of Arts and Crafts for--
the .§tate Federated Women" and wishing here many more.
successful years in performing "a much needed task."
sions, to speak frankly and
informally on subjects pertio
nent to the development of
underprivileged girls, stimu-
lating them to discuss their
problems openly. Among the
speakers Atm-- Mrs. Marie
Harris, Memphis Communi-
ty L arning Laboratory:
Mrs. Elice Harris. Humes
High School guidance coun-
selor; Mrs. Kaye Pugh, nu-
tritionist; M r s . Lucin,la
Nance, Y W CA Teen-Agel
prkram director, and sev-
eral others to be announced.
Subjects to be dealt mijIli
are education and job coun-
seling; career possibilities;
social graces such as poise,
appearance, f a shion and ;
grooming.
Room.
For more people.
More stuff.
Duster gives you eight more inches hip room
in the front seat and 14 more inches in the
back seal. And about two-and-a-half more
inches shoulder room in front and six more
inches in back. Duster's a five passenger car
with a trunk that holds 15.9 cubic feet of
things. Vega is a four passenger car with 9.3
cubic feet of room for hauling things. That
means Duster can handle one more passenger
and a lot more stuff than Vega.
• Based on a Comparison of manufacturers' suggested retail prices
for 1971 Duster and Vega 2-door coupes with equipment listed
Prices include Federal Excise Tax and exclude state ann ,oca,
faxes, destination charges, optional equipment other than That
listed above, equipment required by state law, and on Owner,
new-vehicle preparation charges
*Chrysler Corporation
WANTED
P
LEAKY FAUCETS
Is that constant drip getting r
ori your nerves and Causing
your water bill to go up? sEE
READ SALES CO.
Faucets and Repair Parts :
Bring sample of parts needed
PhOne 274-3437
1373 Jackson at Watkins . -
Torsion bars.
Here's why we make a big deal
of haying them.
Duster has a torsion-bar suspen-
sion setup in front. Whereas Vega
uses coil springs.
A coil spring works by bouncing
up and down. But a torsion bar
works by twisting and returning to its
original shape.
Duster has 14-inch wheels.Vega's wheels
are 13 inches. And Duster has an 11-inch
advantage in wheelbase.
Result: more riding comfort, better han-
dling and stability for Duster.
Options.
Over twice as many.
There's a healthy list of conveniences and
extras that Duster offers and Vega doesn't.
It includes power brakes, V-8 engines, a
vinyl root, and many others.
A small economical car shouldn't have to
go without some of the finer things in life
unless you want it that way.
Record sales mean
record resale value.
People are going for Duster in record numbers.
Sales are up 58% over last year. And it you
think we're loading the dice, last year they were
181% ahead of comparable sales the year before.
Which is a big reason why, over the last four
years. Plymouth's small cars have been leaders
in their field in resale value.
Duster vs. Vega? Car for car, feature for fea-
ture, dollar for dollar, we don't think there's much
of a comparison. Drive Duster at your Plymouth
Dealer's. We think you'll agree; Duster's the buy
among small cars.
Chrysler-Plymouth comes through for you...
Coming Through is not a slogan with us. It is a way of life. We build and engineer our
cars with extra care. We test and inspect them against the most rigorous standards.
We are committed to delivering cars to you with more exacting quality and enduring
value than ever before. And that's why Chrysler-Plymouth is Coming Through For You.
Plymouth
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Sports Horizon
PROS AWAIT DECISION
Apparently the American Basketball Association has been
impressed by the last ditch effort of some sports mi nded
Memphians to keep the Pros in the Bluff City for the 1971-72
season. The decision to grant the Memphis franchise to pro-
spective new owners who would move the club to another city
was delayed because the ABA has expressed a strong desire
to continue operating here. Commissioner Jack Dolph, in a
telephone hook-up from Greensboro, North Carolina, told about
60 people who had assembled at the Mid-South Coliseum prior
to last week's game with Denver to hear the financial status
of the Pros that the ABA hadn't made a mistake in picking
Memphis.
Dolph did point out that the league was in error for put-
ting the club in the hands of P. L. Blake who under
financed his investment after buying the team from New Or-
leans owners. For the past several weeks the Pros have been
directed by the league office.
WARS WITH NBA
"I repeat, we are riot in Memphis by mistake," Dolph said.
"Memphis led in several market categories when we studied
five other cities. We are going to merge with the NBA inevi-
tably in some way. We are going to be engaged in some short
wars for talent and we'll win those wars." Dolph also point-
ed out that the ABA has a television agreement with CBS for
three years.
The Chamber of Commerce's professional sports commit-
tee, headed by chairman Buddy Leake has been instrumental
la securing over $200.000 in pledges which Pros' general man-
ager Charles Cavagnaro felt was a good sign that the Pros
rpay survive. Figures revealed at the meeting indicated that
.6808.000 would be needed to operate the team the remainer
it the current campaign and estimated expenses for the 1971
season. $368,000 of 'that projected figure includes a $200,000
'settlement to New Orleans. $13,000 in unpaid bills and the 855.-
000 owed the league. Public ownership was discussed wit h
alares of stock to be sold for five dollars a share with a
8900 minimum. This idea was to be pursued further this week
when Richard Tinkham was due in town. He is president of
the public owned Indiana Pacers.
On the hardwood the Pros haven't shown any ill effects
from their bleak future as the Memphians won their eighth ,
*lame in ten outings last Sunday night 112-106 against the Flo-
ridians in Jacksonville, Florida. The overtime win was t h e
Pros' third in as many extensions beyond regulation time. ,
It was the first game since the thrilling ABA All-Star Game
last Saturday in which the East nipped the West 126-122. Wen- ;
dell Ladner, Steve and Jimmy Jones gave their usual spark- j
ling performances despite the loss. After the Pacers and
Chaparrals invade the Coliseum for Tuesday and Thursday r
tussles crowd pleasing Joe Caldwell leads the Carolina Cou-
gars against the Pros next Wednesday. Caldwell jumped to the
ABA after several seasons in the NBA with the St. Louis
and Atlanta Hawks.
BETHEL BUMPS L-0
"Of course we expected to beat Bethel but I don't feel too
had because we played a good game." exhorted LeM o y n e-
Owen Coach Jerry Johnson after being knocked from a share
of the Volunteer State Conference lead by nationally-ranked
Bethel College of McKenzie. The tall Bethel cagers held off a
late L-0 charge to win 79-75 and take over undisputed posses-
sion of first place with a 4-0 record. LeMoyne slips to 3-1 and
10-5 overall. Beaten only by North Texas of the Missouri Val-
& Conference Bethel hiked its season mark to 15-1.
Charles Edge, the brilliant sophomore for L-0 who h a s
already bagged the MVP award in the Chicago Classic pumped
in 30 points and snatched 13 rebounds but Bethel's balance
droved the difference. The Magicians get a second chance i
when Bethel comes to town February 8th for a Bruce Hall
eetgagement.
In other VSAC action last Saturday night CBC kept t h e
skids unddr UT Martin as the Rues got double figure scoring
from Bill Binz, James Harvey and David Terrell enroute to a
7045 victory in Martin. Binz and Harvey found the range for
11 points while Terrell was high with 18.
MEMPHIS STATE RETURNS
Two things were likely to be pulled off when Memphis
Rate took the floor Monday against Loyola of New Orleans.
A capacity crowd could have sent the Tigers' home attendance
3ver the 100.000 mark and with 21 points Jimmy Douglas could
iay it has truly been a real good year. The Nashville senior,
who suffered with the agony of defeat under Coach Moe lba
he past two years, will become the seventh player in MSU
history to score 1.000 points in a three year career with 21 tal-
lies.
The Tigers, sporting. a 12-3 record, are raring to go after
a nine day absence from court battles. The Tigers of Coach
Gene Bartow plan to stick with Larry Finch at guards, Don
Holcomb at center and with Ronnie Robinson and Fred Horton
mTing the corners.
FREVIEW OF THE YEAR—By Alan Mayer,
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Good
luck
money
in the
Some people think luck is something you leave to chance.
Those are the people who haven't discovered that the key
to real good luck is a well-planned savings program.
Favorable opportunities present themselves every day, -
and real good luck is having the ready cash to take
advantage of them. So start planning your good luck today.
Take advantage of any one of the many savings programs that
Union Planters offers you. Just remember that good luck is
something you can definitely bank on, so start saving at
Union Planters today.
Good Luck DepIrtment
Union Planters National Baiik
P. 0. Box 4
Memphis, Tennessee 38101
I deserve a little lucIL Please send me information to open:
4 Christmas Club
• 4 Regular Savings Account
• 5% Premium Savings Account
E Automatic Savings Account Transfers
NAME PHONE 
ADDRESS. 
CITY STATE ZIP 
• Individual Account L Joint Account
Union Planters
NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Diesilefel le Itra, /WA., •10.10.6
41,
11, 1971
BARBERSHOP OWNER SHOT
.t;-ear-old Melvin Reed of 508 E. Davant w a s
found with two bullet wounds on Friday night in
!runt of 2333 Perry. Mr. Reed and his cousin Ma-
jor Reed Of 1502 Mallory, were in an automobile
in front of the Perry address before the shooting,
officers said, having been pulled over to the curb
by two young men in another ear. Reed got out
M his car and one of the other men got out of
his rill., armed with a gun. Shortly after t h a t,
shots were fired. Mr. Reed was pronounced dead
at John Gaston Ho'-pital. lie owned Reed's Bar-
ber Shop at 1574 Reed. He was the son of Mrs.
Winnie L. Reed, brother of Mrs. Earth Campbell
and Mrs. Vesia Collier; Messrs. John Leon and
Willie Reed. and leaves four aunts, three uncles,
two nieces and tssii brothers-in-laW.
FOP STUDENT — Chief Warrant Officer.
14-4, Thomas E. Holmes, right, son of Mrs.
Otis P Cunningham of (1441 Davis st.
Memphis, Tenn., was Distinguished Gradu-
ate of the Aviation Warrant Officer Advanc-
ed Class that graduated at Ft. Rucker, Ala.
Friday Jan. 15. He and his wife, Bobbie,
talk with Major General Allen M. Burdett
WASHINGTON — Housing
and U r ban Development
Secretary George Romney
recently hinted that I-IUD
programs face a major over-
haul, including a new name
for the department.
At a press conference last
week. Romney said he will
ask Congress to change
HUD's name to Housing and
Community D e v elopment.
Observers are speculating
Romney has an emphasis
change (from urban to sub-
urban and rural) in mind.
In annouacing the name
change. Romney said. "This
is the depantment of housing
and community development
because we're just as con-
cerned about the rural areas,
the small towns and suburbs,
as we •rc) about the cities."
When's HUD was created
during the Democratic Ad-
ministration of President
DEFENDER
Joseph Leon Wright, 21, of 36 W. Lucca, was charged with
murder in the fatal shooting of William Albert Luton (pic-
tured above), 24, of 278 Essex. The shooting took place 'at
Lewis Grille, 1668 Kansas.
Jr., It. Rocker's Commanding General and
Commandant of She Army Aviation School,
following the graduation exercise at which
the general was guest speaker. CW4 Holmes.
next assignment will be with the U.S. Army
Aviation Material and Systems Command,
St. Louis, Mo. (U.S. Army Photo)
Johnson, it was intended as
the federal department de-
voted to the cities, a repu-
tation which is not always
helpful to the Republican
Party, which relies essen-
tially on a rural constituen-
cy.
Recent reports indicate the
Nixon A d m inistration is
planning major HUD fund-
ing cuts, particularly in proj-
cts like Model Cities, and
Urban Renewal.
Asked about the fund cut
reports, Romney said that
HUD should- receive the
same amount of money this
year as last year — or more.
However, he indicated there
may be some program shuf-
fling.
"I have indicated in ad-
ministration policy meetings
that I was prepared to see
HUD funds used in any way
that would permit them to
APPLIANCE CO.
• 3431 SUMMER
• 5237 POPLAR
 
 
324-4406
 
642-1661
• 3110 THOMAS (HWY. 31 N.) 354-434S
• 2574 LAMAR  743-5370
• 4253 HWY. 31 SOUTH  396-0995
ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY
Frigidaire!
Flowing Heat
DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jet Action 1-111
Model WAS
WASHER
'199"
ley se Ar.o's
tieveniset Pig Plus
be used best. I was not un-
dertaking to protect HUD
turf at any cost," said Rom-
ney.
"Sheer Fraud"
Romney also commended
on a national scandal about
HUD's home ownership pro-
gram. A House Banking and
Currency Committee recent-
ly reported that the program
is r i ddled with "sheer
fraud."
"They've 'picked out a few
horror examples of a few
cases," Romney said. The
committee released to the
press pictures of some FHA
approved homes, with plas-
ter off the walls, boarded up
windows, and generally "un-
fit for human habitation con-
dition, labeling them indica-
tive of the condition of num-
erous FHA approved homes
across the nation."
eroTiaarksTia.is w.
Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154-1b. size f 
$29995
DETROIT — Six-year-old
Jacqueline Washington, of
Detroit, displays a big smile
after an out-of-court set-
tlement of a lawsuit brought
by the girls' mother against
a home for the aged in De-
troit left a 850,000 trust fund
for Jacqueline who nearl
died two years ago when
she was burned over nearly
all of the lower part of her
body. In May of 1968, Jackie
and several young friends
were playing in the alley 1
between the home for the
agd and her home when
she ran past a trash fire.
Her clothes caught on fire
and she was nearly fatally
burned. Her attorney sought
$150,000 from the Murtagh
Home for the Aged, claim-
ing city ordinances prohibit
open burning of trash in the
area. Even though 'the
family relies mainly on the
monthly ADC check, the
S50,000 cannot be touchedl
by the family until Jacque-
line is 21.
Medal OW-Dre
Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
Is Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap • Super-Surge wash-
ing action—needs little or no
pre-rinsing • 4 Cycles—in-
cluding Plate Warmer.
Frigidaire Range features lift-
off deer, big storage drawer
ALL S STORES OPEN DAILY a A.M.-9 P.M. Closed Sunday
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Less Money. .and you'll still get
TOP VALUE STAMPS!
U.S.D.A. GRADE A
KROGER EGGS
CLOVER VALLEY
MARGARINE
FORTIFIED MEL-0-SOFT
BANQUET
CREAM PIES
All Flavors,
Ea. 25
14-oz. pkg.
KROGER FROZEN
ORANGE JUICE
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Speedy Amusement sponsors Xmas party
SPEEDY'S CHRISTMAS PARTY —
Speedy Amusement Co., at 273 E.H.
Crump blvd., was host to employees,
stockholders and their guests during
a Christmas Eve party held in the
ballroom of Holiday Inn. S. Third
sk Standing from left are Mr. and
Hrs. Willie Streeter, Soul Brand
stockholders, James DuPree. mana-
ger of all Ilarlem House Restaurants
and Mrs. DuPree: Mr. and M r s. J.
P. Murrell, owners of Speedy
Amusement Co., and spopsors of the
party; Atty. Ilerbert Moriarity, Jr.,
president of Soul Brand, Inc.. Mrs.
MAKING A POIN.T during the party giten
for oaitresses, stockholders and guests is
one of the waitresses of Harlem House,
while listening at center is Mrs. J. P. Mur-
rell of Speedy Amusement Company, which
Viola King and T. Herbert King. al-
so a Soul Brand stockholder. o IiI I
was chairman for the party. On
front row are other Soul Brand
stockholders Taylor and Bennett and
C. Shepard, keeper of Holiday, Inn,
South Third.
furnishes music throughout the year at the
Harlem House restaurants. Juke boxes and
cigarette sending machines are placed at
many locations by Speedy Amusement Com-
pany.
HOSTS AND GUESTS — Standing in
center of some of their guests is J.
P. Murrell with Mrs. Murrell seated
ENJOYING PLEASANT EVENING — Listening to the mu- guests. From left are James Wells, Mrs. Bemiece Wells,
sic played by teenage bawl, Seven Degrees, are Soul waitress and shift manager lit Shop No. ill- Mare
Brand employees of Haile., House Resiaurants and their Love, also a waitress, and guest Mr. Partee.
GENIAL HOST s— J. P. Murrell is seen
chatting with some of the guests who came
to the first annual Christmas Eye party
at cente r, sponsors of the gala
Christmas Eve party given for Har-
lem House Restaurant employees.
sponsored by Speedy Amusement Compaiiy,
of which he is preside* and founder.
Sould Brand stockholders and their
guests, some of whom are seen en-
joying music, food and pleasant con-
WAITRESSES AND GUESTS — Cares of the day were for-
gotten, all of the shops were closed, and music filled the
ballroom of Holiday Inn, South Third, for Mrs. Lucille
Lambert, standing third from left, and some of her guests,
versation on the one night a year
that all Harlem House Restaurants
are closed.
as they enjoyed the hospitality of Speedy Amusement Com-
pany during the Christmas Party. After the party, guests
went home to place toys around the trees for their chil-
dren.
TOP EXECUTIVES — Forgetting business for the moment
and exchanging good wishes for the holiday season are,
frail left, I. P. Murrell, president of Speedy Amusement
Cusappny at 273 E. H. Crump blvd.; Mrs. J. P. Murrell.
-14
executive secretary of the company. and Atty. Herbert •
Moriarty, Jr., president of the fast food chain, Soul
Brands, Inc., which operates Harlem House Restaurants,
and has its main offices at 347 N. Main st.
Oir _Pr e- .- a. 41. ••• moo Poo • •••
POSING FOR PHOTOGRAPHER Ernest C. Withers, who
made all photographs on this page during Christmas Eve
party given for waitresses and stockholders of Soul Brands
Inc., are Mrs. Eunice Horton, manager of Shop No. 4, on
back tow, and Mrs. Ilattie Dodson, well-known waitress,
seated on front row, second from left. It was the first
annual party sponsored by Speedy Amusement Company
and held at Holiday Inn, South Third.
-441. Yoe. 
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